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Abstract

In this thesis results obtained from the analysis of (C60)m-(Au)n magic number

clusters and sputtering of the Au (111) surface are presented. Experimental work

was performed using a variable temperature scanning tunnelling microscope (VT-

STM).

Formation of C60 - Au magic clusters was previously reported. Here a more in

depth study of the clusters as well as conditions required to control those on Au

(111) surface are explained. Results obtained show the successful production of

samples with more than 50 % coverage of (C60)7-(Au)19 clusters at 280 K. Another

parameter examined was the replacement of C60 molecules with rugby ball shaped

C70. Due to preference of molecules to land with their long axis perpendicular to

the surface, (C70)m-(Au)n magic number clusters were found.

After size distribution, the position of clusters on the surface was investigated. It

is already known that annealing the structures up to 350 K results in movement

of clusters to pinched elbows, where the fcc area is larger. Results presented here

show the successfully movement of all Au islands from pinched to bulged elbows by

annealing the sample to 180 K. This can help in positioning clusters on required

elbow sites. Repeating deposition and annealing steps increases the size of Au

islands on bulged elbows while islands on pinched elbow sites remain small after

final deposition. This can also be helpful in controlling the size distribution of

clusters on each elbow type.
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Finally, topographical changes after sputtering Au (111) surface, with and without

C60 islands have been studied. This was done using an Ar ion beam in the energy

range of 700 eV to 1200 eV. The area of vacancy islands formed on a clean Au

surface showed linear dependence on the energy with the sputtering yield of about

4 Au atoms per ion, in agreement with previous published values. On a sample

covered with C60 islands, after sputtering it with 1000 eV ion beam, a wide range of

molecular fragments were obtained. Subsequent annealing of this sample resulted

in the recovery of Au terraces, while no major changes in the arrangement of C60

molecules was observed. This is an indication of the stronger binding between

broken cages or with the Au surface.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Thanks to the improvement and development of scientific tools with atomic-

precision, there is more demand and focus on designing nano-scale systems. How-

ever, moving individual atoms and molecules can be challenging and it is not ideal

for mass productions. One of the promising methods for manufacturing of such

structures is self-assembly. Self-assembly can be defined as the ability to arrange

molecules or atoms into a spatial configuration without any external intervention

[1–3]. This method was first recognised about half a century ago with the main

aim of achieving certain dimensions and forms at nano scales. Since then our

understanding about forces involved in the control of assembled structures has

advanced a lot. We are now able to use this technique and create different struc-

tures from one-dimensional wires [4] up to more complex systems such as porous

networks that can host other molecules [5]. In order to control the position of self-

assembled structures, templates are commonly used. This can be a pre-patterned

surface (using methods like sputtering [6]) or a natural surface with a periodic

pattern.

Sputtering of surfaces at different angles has shown interesting changes in their

1
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morphology. A wide range of patterns from periodic ripple structures under nor-

mal angles, up to hexagonally ordered structures at normal incident angles were

reported. This control over surface structure has made sputtering a well-known

technique in creating templates [7–9]. Part of result chapters looks into the effect

of sputtering on the Au (111) surface which is known to be a natural template.

Au is the only fcc metal with a (111) surface reconstruction, this means that

the position of atoms on the surface is different from the bulk structure. The

long range zigzag pattern observed on this surface has a unit cell of 22 ×
√

3

formed of alternating fcc and hcp areas. These sites are separated by atoms in

transition regions, known as the discommensuration lines (DLs) [10, 11]. One of

the techniques used to image this surface is scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM).

STM is one of the well-known methods used for precise studies of surfaces under

different conditions. This includes ultra-high vacuum (UHV) for clean environ-

ments up to solid liquid interfaces [12]. Images obtained from Au (111) with this

technique, confirmed the coexistence of fcc and hcp areas as well as the reconstruc-

tion pattern [10, 13]. Since then, many studies focused on the self-assembly and

interaction of different atoms/molecules on this surface. Results obtained have

shown that the surface structure can change depending on the electro negativity

of the adsorbent. If the atoms or molecules deposited are more electropositive than

Au, charge flows from the adsorbent to the surface. This results in further com-

pression in surface atoms [14]. For more electronegative atoms/molecules, charge

is transferred from surface to the adsorbent that helps in relieving surface stress

and lifting of the reconstruction pattern. An example of such an electronegative

molecule is C60 [15].

C60 is a three dimensional molecule that has gained a lot of attention over the past

few decades. Due to the interesting properties of this molecule, it has been used as

a building block for many nanostructured systems [16–19]. In order to create a new

device, a good understanding of the interference between the molecule and surface
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is essential. The interaction and assembly of fullerene molecules, and especially C60

molecules, on different surfaces including Au (111) have been extensively studied

[20–23]. Results have demonstrated that, due to high mobility of molecules on

the Au surfaces at room temperature, islands start to grow from step edges. For

nucleation on the terraces, temperature should suppress the molecular diffusion.

One of the structures reported from deposition of Au atoms and C60 molecules at

low temperatures is the (C60)m-(Au)n clusters reported by our group. In this case

the C60 and Au bonding is by electron transfer from the Au surface while molecule-

molecule interaction is through van der Waals (vdW) forces. Since structures

observed have a preferential C60/Au ratio, they are also known as magic clusters

[24].

One of the major aims and objectives of my work was to understand the interac-

tion and structure of clusters formed in more details. To do so, different growth

conditions were examined. Information obtained can help us to have more control

on the ranges and positions of clusters formed. Another aim of this work was

to provide a better insight into how fullerene monolayers and Au surfaces change

after sputtering with low energy ions; as well as the effect of temperature on their

recovery process. Such experiments can also provide a more in depth view of

fullerene molecules interaction with each other as well as the Au surfaces. The

layout of this thesis is as follows.

In chapter 2, a detailed review of literature involved in this work is provided.

Initially self-assembly and possible forces that can be employed in production of

various systems are described. C60-Au clusters were then analysed with the Au

(111) surface as a template. A detailed description of (111) layer of gold as well as

its reconstruction pattern is provided. This involves looking at theoretical as well

as experimental works performed on this surface using different techniques. Fol-

lowing Au (111), an introduction to the two commonly used fullerene molecules,

C60 and C70, is included. The physical and electronic structures of these two
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molecules, as well as steps involved in growth of fullerene thin films and magic

clusters, are clarified. The effect of sputtering C60-Au surfaces was also inves-

tigated. In the final section of chapter 2, sputtering and calculations used to

estimate the sputtering yields are shown.

Chapter 3 introduces the techniques used to produce and study samples during my

PhD. It starts by describing STM, in particular the variable temperature (VT)-

STM, and then moves on to explaining the steps required to produce Au samples.

Samples were prepared by deposition of thick Au films on a highly oriented py-

rolytic graphite (HOPG) surface and then cleaned in the STM chamber under

vacuum conditions.

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are experimental results. In chapter 4, the size distribution of

clusters under different conditions has been examined. These conditions include

variation in the Au and C60 coverage, as well as the scanning temperature. Finally

the effects of co-depositing molecules and atoms at different temperatures, rather

than using the original method of step by step deposition at low temperature, were

studied.

Chapter 5 mainly focuses on the manipulation of clusters. It starts by looking at

the position of structures at room temperature with respect to the reconstruction

lines. Following this, attempts to control their position are presented. This in-

cludes having a majority of clusters on pinched or bulged elbows. Finally, effect

of further deposition of Au and C60 molecules at low temperature on stable struc-

tures was investigated. It was found that, such depositions can influence the range

of structures observed at room temperature.

Results presented in chapter 6 focus on the effects of sputtering the Au surface

as well as an Au surface that has been partially covered by C60 molecules, with a

low energy Ar ions. Scans of the surfaces after sputtering as well as calculation
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of sputtering yield, are provided. At the end, the temperature of the sample was

increased to see how it affects the Au surface and broken fullerene cages.

Finally, chapter 7 summarises all the main findings and describes possible future

work that can be done in this area.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Molecular Self-Assembly

In modern materials science, being able to provide the best and smartest solution

to variety of applications in heterogeneous environments is one of the basic re-

quirements. Ideally, functional materials should be able to address specific tasks

and provide an explicit functionality. An example of this can be molecular recog-

nition in bio-sensors. One of the main challenges in creating devices in molecular

scales is positioning them precisely. Manipulating individual molecules can be

time consuming, and therefore not ideal for mass production. In this case, molec-

ular self-assembly can be a reasonable approach in creating wide range of complex

structures from clusters and one-dimensional wire to more complex structures such

as porous networks [12].

G. M. Whiteside et al. [3] have defined molecular self-assembly as spontaneous

movement of molecules to form a well-defined, stable structure with non-covalent

bindings on the surface. Stable structures formed are dependent on intermolecular

bindings as well as molecules-substrates interactions. Another important factor is

temperature that can influence the structure by controlling diffusivity of molecules

6
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on the surface. It is known that by increasing the sample’s temperature, kinetic

energy (Ekin) of molecules increases too. Once enough Ekin is obtained, molecules

can overcome the surface diffusion barrier (Ed) and move. This energy must not

be higher than the binding energy (Eb) of molecules to the surface in order to

avoid desorption [12].

As it was mentioned, intermolecular interaction energy (Einter) is an important

factor in formation of stable structures. This energy should be weak enough for

the molecules to move and identify their equilibrium position, but strong enough to

hold stable structures. This is possible if the Einter is just slightly higher than Ekin.

Then, these conditions for energies can be summarised as Eb > Einter ≥ Ekin > Ed

[12].

Different types of intermolecular interactions have been identified. Some of the

most common ones with their energy ranges, binding distances and characters are

shown in table 2.1.

Although in the description, self-assembled structures have been defined as sys-

tems with non-covalent bindings where molecules are able to move and reach the

equilibrium state; but under certain conditions, covalent bindings can also be em-

ployed. An example of this is when substrate atoms, involved in the bonding,

move with deposited molecules. This is especially common on metal surfaces [26].

One of the well-studied systems of organic molecules on metal substrates, that

follow this mechanism, is self-assembly of alkanethiols on Au (111) surface where

a strong covalent bond is formed between sulphur and gold atoms [27]. Movement

of gold-thiolate molecules produce self-assembled structures on the surface.

By considering an appropriate molecule with its bonding type, it is possible to

tune the shape and symmetry of the structures formed. Bonding with selectivity

and directional properties are commonly used to control the molecular aggregation

and produce simple symmetric structures [28]. Hydrogen bonding is one of the
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Interaction type Energy range Distance Description

van-der-Waals
interaction

≈ 0.02 - 0.1 eV < 1 nm

Dipole interac-
tion between
positive nu-
cleus and outer
neighbouring
electrons

Hydrogen
bonding

≈ 0.05 - 0.7 eV ≈ 1.5 - 3.5 Å

Dipole attrac-
tion between
Hydrogen and
electronegative
atoms

Metallic
bonding

≈ 0.5 - 2 eV ≈ 1.5 - 2.5 Å

Binding formed
between charged
nuclei and elec-
tron sea of met-
als

Ionic bonding ≈ 0.05 - 2.5 eV Long range

Coulomb attrac-
tion between
negative and
positive ions

Covalent
bonding

≈ 1 eV short range

Electron shar-
ing between
molecules to
saturate the
valence band

Table 2.1: Basic interactions used to engineer different structures on metal
surfaces. Energy range and distance data obtained from [25].

interesting examples with properties that can be used to produce a wide range of

structures. Figure 2.1 shows examples of structures formed.

In figure 2.1A and B, carboxyphenyl substituted porphyrins was deposited on the

Au (111) surface. In this case, a 5,10,15,20- tetrakis- ( 3,5- di- t - butylphenyl)

porphyrin, for simplicity called H2TBPP, was used. This molecule is formed

of four di-t-butylphenyl (tBP) and a phyrin core base. A simplified model of

it is presented at the centre of figure 2.1. For the example presented here one
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(figure 2.1A) and two (figure 2.1B) tBP have been replaced with carboxyphenyl

group. The hydrogen bonding between carboxyl groups can help in controlling the

supermolecular structure formed on the surface. At low coverages, both molecules

form different types of clusters at elbow sites. The reconstruction pattern of the

Au surface (which will be explained later in this chapter) helped to prevent the

aggregation of molecules due to the van-der-Waals (vdW) interactions [29].

Apart from individual clusters, it is also possible to form compact islands. By

depositing 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid (terephthalic acid, TPA) on Au (111)

surface, compact well-ordered islands form with the main intermolecular inter-

action being head-to-tail hydrogen bondings [30]. This is shown in figure 2.1C.

Finally, hydrogen bonding can be used to produce a porous network too. N. Lin et

al. [31] have reported that by deposition of tritopic trimesic-acid [1,3,5-benzene-

tricarboxylic acid (TMA)] molecules on Ag (111) at 120 K and slowly annealing

the sample up to room temperature, it is possible to form a porous network. In this

case three-fold symmetry of molecules has been employed to form a honeycomb

structure, as shown in figure 2.1D.
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Figure 2.1: Different structures formed by hydrogen bonding using carboxylic
acid groups as synthon. Two (A) and four (B) carboxyphenyl substituted pro-
phyrins molecules were deposited on Au (111) surface to form different type of
clusters on elbow sites. C) It is also possible to have two dimensional islands
using Hydrogen bindings. In this case Terephthalic acid was deposited on Au
(111). D) Formation of porous network on Ag (111) using tritopic trimesic-acid

molecules at room temperature was also reported (from [25]).

Coverage can also be used to control dimensions of structures obtained. J. Weckser

et al. [4], have examined self-assembly of 4-[trans-2-(pyrid-4-yl-vinyl)] benzoic acid

(PVBA) on Ag (111) surface. This molecule is known to have a functional group

for hydrogen bonding. From results obtained it has been reported that, at low cov-

erages, deposition of molecules at room temperature will results in formation of

chain-like structures. By increasing the coverage, structures expand to form com-

pact two dimensional islands. Figure 2.2 shows a model for this molecule as well

as the quasi-one dimensional chains and islands observed at different coverages.
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Figure 2.2: The 4-[trans-2-(pyrid-4-yl-vinyl)] benzoic acid (PVBA) molecule
was deposited on Ag (111) surface at room temperature. A) Image A is the
model used to show how molecular chains are formed by hydrogen bindings. B)
An image of quasi-one dimensional chains formed at low coverages is presented.
C) By increasing the coverage, two dimensional island have been observed (from

[4]).

Production of more complex structures requires co-deposition of different atoms

and molecules. An example of this is the porous networks produced from depo-

sition of perylene tetra-carboxylic di-imide (PTCDI) molecules and melamine on

silicon surface covered with thin silver film. Since melamine has three-fold sym-

metry, it will work as a connection point for PTCDI molecules through hydrogen

bondings. The main point is to deposit PTCDI at room temperature and then an-

neal the sample to 100 ◦C for deposition of melamine. This would provide enough

energy for PTCDI molecules to detach from islands and diffuse on the surface.

Molecules will then bond to melamine and form a hexagonal network. In this

example, coverage plays an important role too. If the initial amount of PTCDI
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Figure 2.3: A) Schematic diagram of melamine-PTCDI, with hydrogen bind-
ings being highlighted by dotted lines. PTCDI molecules are attached to each
corner while melamine is located at the centre. B) Scan of the hexagonal net-
work obtained with C60 molecules at the centre of porous is presented. The inset
shows a high resolution image of one cluster with 7 molecules. C) Diagram used

to explain the position of structures on the surface (from [5]).

molecules is too high then the porous network formed will be filled with them.

Although such structures have been obtained from a single molecule deposition

[32], co-adsorption can help in producing larger size pores. So that other molecules

can be deposited on this network too. Figure 2.3 shows results obtained after de-

position of 0.03 ML C60 molecules on the surface with each pore accommodating

up to 7 molecules [5].

Compared to the bindings previously explained, the van-der-Waals interaction is

very weak but it can play an important role in self-assembly of organic molecules

such as fullerenes on the Au surface. This will be explained in more detail later

in this chapter. All examples presented here highlight the potential of organic
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molecules as building blocks for self-assembly of different structures. The wide

range of possible bonding strengths as well as the great control and flexibility over

their synthesis makes organic molecules even more favourable. Metallic surfaces

also play an important role in forming and analysing these structures as some

surface analysis techniques like scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) requires

conductive samples. One of these well studied surfaces is Au (111).

2.2 The Au (111) Surface

Gold is one of the most inert metals in nature, which makes it interesting for

studies both in vacuum and ambient conditions. Apart from the inertness, the

surface structure of Au (111) is the most surprising feature observed from metal

surfaces [33]. Bulk gold is known to have a face centred cubic (fcc) structure. Fcc

and hexagonal close pack (hcp) are two different lattice arrangements where atoms

have high packing efficiency. The difference between these two structures is shown

in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Hcp and fcc are two different lattice arrangements with high
packing density of atoms. These structures are also known as ABA and ABC

respectively.

As shown in the figure 2.4, fcc structure is formed by ABC staking and hcp by

ABA stacking of atoms [34]. In ideal cases the (111) surface of fcc materials should

have a hexagonal closed packed arrangement. But for Au it is different with its

(111) surface showing reconstruction patterns [33]. This structure was initially

observed from TEM images of Au particles grown on MoS2. Images obtained

showed fringes with 63 Å spacing in 〈112〉 directions that was suggested to be the

surface reconstruction pattern [35, 36]. Previous LEED studies indicated about 5

% contraction on this surface, but it was the first time that reconstruction patterns

were observed [37]. TEM results also confirmed the requirement for a clean surface

and sensitivity of Au reconstruction to contamination. This explained failure of

earlier experiments in the discovery of it [35, 36].

Furthermore, high resolution TEM images were used to confirm the existence of

contraction (4.5 %) along the [110] direction and measure the unit cell of recon-

struction pattern as 22 ×
√

3 [38].
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Contraction reported is known to be a result of shortening in bond lengths. Since

gold atoms on the surface have a lower coordination number, compared to atoms

in bulk, their bond length is expected to be shorter. Theoretical calculations

were also employed to explain the surface contraction and reconstruction patterns.

One of the early models used was the Frenkel-Kontrova. In this model, surface

was considered as a single layer where atoms are interacting with each other by

springs. This layer is then assumed to be on substrate potential to represent the

bulk model. However, atomic vibration has not been considered, so it can only be

applied at 0 K [39].

U. Harten et al. [40] then suggested an improved model for the Au surface using

high resolution Helium Atom Diffraction (HRHAD). In this model, 23 Au atoms

were placed on 22 positions on the Au surface. Position of surface atoms, with

respect to the fcc bulk sites, can be divided into three groups. Atoms can be

placed on the “C” position (based on figure 2.4) of crystal arrangement to form

fcc, or “A” site for hcp structures. Final group correspond to atoms in transition

region between fcc and hcp areas. Atoms in this region form strips known as

discommensuration lines (DLs). This is in agreement with the stacking-fault model

that suggested surface atoms occupying fcc (ABC) and hcp (ABA) sites alternately

[41]. In this new model position of the atoms with respect to the x along the 〈110〉

can obtained by

f(x) = (
2

π
)arctan(ex/∆S) (2.1)

where ∆ S is the full width at half maxima (FWHM) of a soliton centred between

atoms positioned on “A” and “C” [40]. The model suggested is shown in figure

2.5.
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Figure 2.5: The model suggested for Au (111) surface is presented. Top image
shows the side view and displacements of atoms along the z direction. Lower
model correspond to the position of atoms. In this model “o” indicates the
position of atoms on surface while “x” correspond to the second layer atoms.

The blue square on this model is the surface unit cell (from [40]).

STM was then introduced to Au (111) surface studies. Initially large terraces, few

thousands Å, of gold surface separated by monolayer steps of∼ 2.4 Å were observed

[42]. Later, parallel pairs of lines along 〈112 〉 direction gained more attention. The

gap between pairs was measured to be 63 Å, which agreed with previous results

reported from TEM scans. Images obtained also showed the distance between lines

within a pair to be ∼ 44 Å, while the amplitude of corrugation was measured as

∼ 0.15 - 0.20 Å.

Images also showed an interesting feature of the reconstruction patterns. On

larger terraces, three rotational domains of gold surface can coexist. DLs on such

areas, can transit from one domain to another with each domain having a uniaxial

contraction along the 〈110〉 directions. As a result of domain transition an elbow

with angle of 120◦ is formed. The resultant periodic zig-zag structure obtained,

is known as the herringbone reconstruction. In this structure appearance as well

as the direction of neighbouring elbows are different and can be divided into two
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types: bulged and pinched elbows that are shown in figure 2.6 [43]. Size of hcp

and fcc sites differ depending on elbow types. For the pinched elbows the hcp area

is smaller compared to the fcc while on the bulged elbows they are comparable.

This is due to the difference in bending of DLs on elbow sites. At these positions

one of the lines has an additional row of atoms, forming a pointed elbow that

expands the hcp areas and results in equal sections of hcp and fcc. This is known

as type-x where atoms on both sides of the elbow are sitting on bridge-sites with

different orientations. On the other hand if atoms on bridge-site have the same

orientations, then they can join and form a round shape elbow, also known as type-

y [44, 45]. Different types of elbows are labelled in figure 2.6A. An example of

uniform reconstruction pattern on large terraces is shown in figure 2.6B. However,

presence of any surface defects and steps can interfere and disturb the zigzag

pattern of DLs due to the change in surface stress. A surface with disturbed

reconstruction pattern is presented in figure 2.6C.

So far contraction has been introduced as the main reason for the formation of

reconstruction patterns but surface stress is another important factor. As men-

tioned earlier, surface atoms have shorter bonding lengths within the surface plane

due to the lower coordination numbers. Calculations have shown that in this sit-

uation unreconstructed surface will be under stress. To relieve this stress defects

are normally formed which appears as reconstruction pattern on Au surface [46].

In this case, surface compression reaches its maximum at elbow sites, about three

times higher than at the reconstruction lines, which makes them more favourable

during deposition experiments [47].
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Figure 2.6: A) Different features of the Au (111) surface have been labelled
on this image. B and C show two different areas of a clean Au surface and its
reconstruction pattern. In figure B, a uniform zig-zag structure of discommen-
suration lines can be seen. 169.6 nm × 169.6 nm, V= -1.89 V, I= 0.04 nA. In
image C, the reconstruction pattern has been disturbed due to the presence of

surface defects. 81.5 nm × 81.5 nm, V= -1.61 V, I= 0.05 nA.

STM can be used not only to study surface topography, but also investigate the

electronic properties of surfaces. This is known as scanning tunnelling spectroscopy

(STS). STS can probe both occupied and unoccupied states. To do so, the STM

tip is positioned on an area where voltage will be ramped while current is being

measured. During this time, the feedback loop should be kept off to avoid changes

in position of the tip. If voltage is measured in eV scales, then the data obtained
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can be interpreted with energy scales corresponding to the surface energy levels

[48]. K. Schouteden et al. [49] has performed the STS analysis on different regions

of the Au surface and the curves obtained are shown in figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: The dI/dV curve obtained from different parts of the Au (111)
reconstruction pattern (from [49]).

The step like feature observed from hcp areas at ∼460 meV is an indication that

hcp sites are mainly occupied by low energy electrons while fcc areas have more

electrons with higher energies. This is known as the signature of the Au (111)

surface and can be used to check the quality of the STS calculations.

Due to the presence of the surface states, electron waves can propagate on the sur-

face and scatter off the step edges. As a result of interference between incident and

reflected waves, standing waves have been observed on the surface [50, 51]. This

observation can be made at room temperature but the majority of investigations

are done at low temperatures due to the coherence length being larger. Results

obtained have also shown that imperfections such as grain boundaries and defects

as well as herringbone reconstruction can influence the standing waves formed.

This effect varies between different parts; in fcc sections the average corrugation
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tends to decrease compared to hcp and soliton-walls, which is believed to be a

result of the difference in local density of states (LDOS) [51].

In another study Y. Hasegawa and Ph. Avouris [52] looked at the spatial map of

(dI/dV) / (I/V) over an entire scan area, in order to examine the LDOS on the

surface. In their study, steps appeared to be brighter which indicates higher LDOS

at these sites. This increase can act as a potential barrier to reflect electrons and

form standing waves, which agreed with the earlier results obtained from the LT

scans.

2.2.1 Steps on Au (111) Surface

Surfaces with periodic arrangement of steps are known as vicinal surfaces. Au

(111) vicinal surface is commonly used in self-assembly studies due to its potential

in growth of one dimensional structures such as nano-wires [53]. In order to have

a better control on growth of structures, a good understanding of interactions

between reconstruction pattern and steps is required. From scans obtained it

has been observed that reconstruction lines act differently once they encounter a

step edge. This difference is dependent on the step edge direction. If the step

is descending along [112] (or [211] or [121]) direction with {111} microfacet, it is

known as step A. When DLs reach such step edges, they can pass without being

disturbed. Second group of steps, known as step B, are ascending along [112] (or

[211] or [121]) direction and expose {100} facet. In this case lower side of step

encounters a line parallel to its edge. Since atoms close to the descending step are

in fcc sites, based on their bulk arrangement, a line is required to separate the fcc

and hcp areas [43, 54]. Figure 2.8 shows two possible types of steps.
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Figure 2.8: A) Schematic model of Au (111) surface with two kinds of steps is
presented with packing arrangement on each step being highlighted and labelled.
B) Scan obtained from steps A where DLs can pass over without being disturbed.
169.6 nm × 169.6 nm, V= -1.89 V, I= 0.04 nA. C) In step B, DL cannot pass
over which results in formation of a line parallel to the step edges. 71.6 nm
× 71.6 nm, V= -1.89 V, I= 0.04 nA. Blue lines on these images highlight the

interaction of RLs with steps.

As shown, steps can greatly influence the reconstruction pattern. If the density of

steps is too much, then surface atoms can relax around step edges and therefore

remove the reconstruction pattern [55]. In order to increase the density of the

steps and form a vicinal surface, small angle difference with respect to the close

pack direction of surface is required [55]. An example of this is Au (788) which

has 3.5 ◦ disorientation towards [112] direction compared to the (111) surface.

Resulted surface is covered with type A steps, where DLs can pass over without

being disturbed as shown in figure 2.9. In this image DLs tend to form a V shape

pattern. As atoms under the Au steps are located in bulk (fcc) sites, an expansion
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of fcc areas close to the lower side of step edges are expected. This results in the

formation of the “V” shape patterns observed [55].

Figure 2.9: Steps observed on Au vicinal surface are presented. Scans A and
B are obtained from Au (788) with type-A steps, which allows reconstruction
lines to pass over without being disturbed. B) A zoomed in scan with atomic
resolution shows DLs forming a V shape pattern due to expansion of fcc areas
on the lower side of the step edges. Scans on second row are obtained from
Au (12, 11, 11). The DLs pattern formed on these step varies depending on
the size of steps. For smaller islands (C) straight lines are formed. As the
size of islands increases (D), normal reconstruction patterns can be observed.
On larger terraces, like E, triangular shapes with super-kinks are obtained that

increases the fcc areas (from [55]).

It is also possible to have a surface with {100} steps; an example of this is Au

(12, 11, 11) which has angle of 2.38◦ towards [211] direction as presented in figure

2.9. Steps on this surface are less stable and therefore the width of islands formed

tends to vary. As a result, different reconstruction patterns have been observed. If
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the island size is very small, a single line along the step edge direction is formed.

This helps in separation of the fcc regions, towards the lower edges, from the hcp

on the upper sides. Normal {100} step structures were observed for slightly larger

islands. For terraces that are wide enough, the reconstruction pattern forms a

triangular structure with a super-kink along their edges to reduce the step energy.

This way, larger fcc areas are formed at the lower side whilst hcp areas are near

the upper steps [56].

Steps can also be modified by increasing the electric field under the STM tip. It

has been shown that by keeping the voltage constant (∼ 1.5 V) and increasing the

current to ∼ 30 nA, it is possible to form tooth-like structures from existing step

edges. Fingers formed tend to grow in [110] direction. Scanning in this direction

can also help to increase the growth rate [57, 58].

Figure 2.10: A) Step by step formation of Au fingers on the surface. This
can be achieved by increasing the electric field under the STM tip. B) After
annealing, gold fingers grow in the direction perpendicular to the reconstruction
pattern along the steps with {100} facet. C) Model for Au fingers before and

after annealing (from [57]).
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Fingers formed on Au (111), are stable up to 380 K. Below this temperature, in

order to reduce the high energy of type-B steps, Au atoms move towards fcc areas

and form small sections with {111} microfacet. As a result, a saw-tooth structure

can be observed. If temperature is raised above 380 K, fingers melt and move to

their original positions. Such surfaces can be used as template to produce nano

structures and devices [57].

2.3 Metal on Au (111)

Metal films play an important role in wide ranges of technological applications,

from microelectronics to data storage and coatings. This attracted many re-

searchers to focus on understanding the growth and properties of metal films

under different conditions [59].

One of the surfaces commonly used in deposition experiments is Au (111). This

is mainly due to three major advantages of this surface: Firstly, inertness of the

gold makes it suitable for doing experiments under UHV conditions as well as

in ambient [60, 61]. Secondly, the surface reconstruction pattern and its zig-zag

structure can be used as a natural template [40]. And finally, apart from Au single

crystals, Au films can be grown on mica or HOPG surfaces. Annealing substrate

before and during deposition as well as lower deposition rate of Au atoms can help

in producing samples with larger terraces (of few hundreds of nm) [62].

A wide range of metal atoms have been deposited on the Au (111) surface in

order to study their growth structures. Observations made can be classified into

two groups. The first group of metals form islands on elbow sites. This includes

Pt [63, 64], Ni [44, 65], Fe [66], Mo [67, 68] and Co [66], where atoms deposited

move on the Au surface until they reach an elbow site. It has been suggested

that exchange of metal and Au atoms would result in local surface alloying. The
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preference of replacing atoms at elbow sites is due to the lower coordination of

Au atoms at these positions, as well as being highly strained, which makes the

process favourable. Embedded atoms can then act as a centre of growth. Further

deposition would then result in the expansion of existing islands [69]. An example

of such surfaces is shown figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11: Different examples of metal islands grown on Au surface are
shown. A) 0.25 ML of Ni was deposited on Au (111) at 300 K. The inset shows
clearly the position and orientation of the clusters on elbow sites (from [70]).
B) Scan obtained after deposition of 0.26 ML Co at 300 K on Au (111) surface

that resulted in formation of islands on elbow sites (from [71]).

In order for the exchange process to take place, surface free energy as well as heats

of sublimation for the metal atoms need to be higher than Au. Table 2.2, shows

these values for some of metals described. In this table, there are three types with

higher energy values compared to the gold that have preference to form regular

islands on elbow sites. Metals with lower values (Ag and Al) tend to act differently

[69].
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Element Surface free energy (eV) Heat of sublimation (eV)

Ag 0.50 2.95

Al 0.56 3.39

Au 0.72 3.79

Ni 0.90 4.45

Co 0.94 4.40

Fe 0.96 4.32

Table 2.2: Surface free energy and heat of sublimation values for different
metals in comparison with Au are presented. Values obtained from [69].

At very low coverages, silver atoms deposited on the surface move towards step

edges and form finger like structures. By increasing coverages slightly, growth of

islands is influenced by the DLs. On larger terraces, the Ag islands are observed

on fcc areas between reconstruction lines. If the coverage is further increased, then

irregular structures are formed on the surface [72].

Figure 2.12: A) 115 nm × 115 nm scan showing finger like islands formed on
step edges with 1/10 ML of Ag on Au (111). B) Ag coverage was then increased
to 1/4 ML that resulted in growth of islands to be influenced by the DLs. 115

nm × 115 nm (from [72]).
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Similar to Ag, at low coverages, Al atoms also move towards step edges. By

increasing the coverage, irregular structures are formed. If more Al atoms are

then added to the system, larger islands of intermixed Au and Al atoms will be

created [73, 74]. An example scan area is shown in figure 2.13A.

Figure 2.13: A) Formation of random Al islands on Au (111) with 1/5 ML
coverage at room temperature was observed (from [74]). B) Scan of Au on Au
(111) with 1/10 ML coverage shows islands are formed on elbow sites (from

[75]).

Unlike other metals explained, Au atoms have shown different results after being

deposited on Au (111) surface. Based on C. A. Lang et al. [75] results, at very

low coverages, small Au islands can form on elbow sites. By adding more Au

atoms, islands formed will grow in random sizes. It is important to note that the

outcome obtained is very dependent on the diffusion rate and deposition flux [73].

Therefore, at RT with low deposition flux, Au atoms move towards step edges and

form irregular structures.

Apart from metal deposition, many organic molecules have also been studied on

the Au (111) surface. In these studies it has been observed that organic molecules

tend to be very mobile at room temperature. For site specific growth, the sam-

ple’s temperature should be controlled. One of the well-studied groups of organic
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molecules is fullerenes. In next section, a short description of the most abundant

types of fullerene molecules and their arrangement on metal surfaces is described.

2.4 Fullerene

Fullerenes are hollow caged molecules formed of only carbon atoms. Early works

on fullerenes were done using an intense laser pulse to evaporate materials from

graphite surfaces. These materials were then analysed to identify fractions of

carbon atoms removed from samples. Both experimental and theoretical works,

suggested that carbon clusters up to 10 atoms tend to form linear chains while

between 10 - 30 atoms rings with certain sizes are observed. For clusters above 40

atoms, cage structures are suggested with majority being formed of 60 carbons.

Results obtained from mass spectrometry have shown that formation of structures

between 30 to 40 atoms is unlikely to happen [76].

After observation of the high abundance and stability of C60 cages, Koroto and

Smalley [77, 78] studied this molecule in more details. They suggested that, 60

carbon atoms can form a very stable structure with hexagons and pentagons in a

ball shape so that no atoms have any dangling bonds. Since then C60, also known

as buckminsterfullerene or buckyball, has been studied extensively [77]. Here a

short introduction to this molecule and the next stable structure of fullerenes, C70

molecule, is provided.

2.4.1 C60 Molecule

C60 was discovered in 1985. By the 1990s, the methods required to produce and

isolate this molecule in macroscopic scales were introduced [79]. Since then there

have been many studies on properties and applications of C60 cages. The physical

structure of it has been defined as a spherical cage made of 60 carbon atoms
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arranged in a way to form 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons, with no two pentagons

sharing a bond. Therefore, each carbon atom is covalently bonded to three others.

In this case a double bond formed between two adjacent hexagons, known as 6:6

bond; and a single bond between a pentagon and a hexagon, called 6:5 bond

is expected. Carbon-13 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) experiments have

shown that after thermodynamically freezing the molecules at about 77 K, the

average bond length of a single bond is 1.45 ± 0.015 Å while for a double bond it

has been measured as 1.40 ± 0.015 Å [80, 81]. Diameter of this molecule, in gas

phase, was measured to be about 0.71 nm using electron diffraction results [82].

Figure 2.14 represent a diagram of a C60 molecule.

Figure 2.14: Schematic diagram of a C60 molecule with 5:6 and 6:6 bonds
highlighted.

Solid C60 is a black powder formed of small pieces of crystalline. At room temper-

ature the crystalline format of the C60 molecules adapt to an fcc structure. This

structure was then analysed at different temperatures. Between 320 K to 260 K,

C60 molecules rotate freely and independently of each other. At 260 K, the first
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transition between fcc and simple cubic (sc) structure occur, where molecules start

to form orientation ordering. This results in a sudden drop of the lattice constant

as shown in figure 2.15. At this temperature both structures can coexist. Below

260 K down to 90 K the cubic lattice constant reduces almost uniformly, while

molecules rapidly rotate in their positions. Second phase transition take place at

90 K, where the molecules rotational barrier is larger than their thermal energy.

This results in C60 molecules to freeze in their positions.

Figure 2.15: Changes observed in lattice constant with respect to the tem-
perature shows two phase transitions. First transition was observed at 260 K
between fcc and sc structures. At 90 K C60 molecules start to orientate in a
way that vdW forces is optimized, this is known as the second transition (from

[83]).

Finally, once the temperature is reduced to 5 K, C60 molecules start to fix in a

position that can optimise their interaction. This can be achieved by having each

electron-deficient phase (pentagons) parallel to the electron rich (6:6) bonds of

neighbouring units [83, 84].
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Apart from the geometric properties of C60 molecules, electronic structure of the

molecule has also been analysed using x-ray photoemission and inverse photoe-

mission [85]. Figure 2.16 shows the graph obtained from these techniques.

Figure 2.16: Graph obtained from photoemission and inverse photoemission
showing occupied and unoccupied states of a C60 molecule. The HOMO-LUMO

gap was measured to be 3.7 eV (from [85]).

In photoemission, a photon with energy of “hv” is used to excite and emit electrons

from occupied states, where “h” is the Plank’s constant and “v” is the frequency of

photon waves. But in inverse photoemission, incident electrons enter unoccupied

levels by emitting photons [86]. Based on the electrons and photons detected,

different energy levels have been identified. In figure 2.16, levels labelled as 1 on

each side of the fermi level (EF ) are the HOMO and LUMO levels with the gap

between them being 3.7 eV [85]. The electron affinity of the C60 molecule has also

been measured to be 2.65 ± 0.05 eV, which makes it an acceptor during interaction

with some surfaces such as noble metals [87].
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2.4.2 C70 Molecule

Figure 2.17: A model showing Rugby ball shape of a C70 molecule is presented.
White boxes correspond to the atom numbers and black boxes correspond to

different bindings involved in the molecule.

During the production process of the C60 molecules, fullerenes with higher molec-

ular weights were also produced. The second highly abundant molecule observed

was the rugby ball shaped C70. This is due to the molecules high stability with a

binding energy of 7.42 eV/C, that is ∼ 0.02 eV/C atom larger than C60 molecules.

But at the same time more energy is required to overcome energy barriers and form

a molecule with 70 carbon atoms. This makes the C60 molecule more favourable

during production process.

The geometric shape of C70 molecules can be visualised as a C60 molecule with

5 hexagons around its equatorial plane. The resultant structure has diameter of
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7.96 Å along its long axis and 7.12 Å as its short axis [76, 88]. A diagram of this

molecule is shown in figure 2.17.

Many theoretical studies have been performed to understand the geometric con-

formation and bonding lengths of C70 molecules better. Bindings involved in this

molecule can be divided in to 8 different types, unlike C60 which only has two.

Different bonds have been highlighted and numbered in figure 2.17. The value

corresponding to each bond length is estimated based on a computational model

(Hartree-Fock method) [89], and is shown in table 2.3.

Bond type: C1-C1 C1-C2 C2-C3 C3-C3 C3-C4 C4-C4 C4-C5 C5-C5

Bond lenght/ Å 1.452 1.370 1.447 1.356 1.458 1.414 1.403 1.475

Table 2.3: Different bond lengths measured from a C70 molecule. Atoms have
been labelled based on the figure 2.17 (Data from [89]).

The crystalline format of C70, at room temperature, is fcc and rhombohedral (rh)

structures with vdW attraction between molecules. Unlike C60 that has a phase

transition at 249 K from fcc to sc structure, phases of the C70 molecules are less

characterised [90]. For temperatures ∼ 350 K and above, the fcc structure becomes

stable. If the temperature is reduced mixture of coexisting fcc, rhombohedral

and monoclinic phases can be formed. In other words, at higher temperatures

molecules have rotational freedom that results in a formation of fcc structures. By

reducing the volume of the crystal (decreasing the temperature to below ∼ 270

K), the molecules lateral rotation start to freeze resulting in rhombohedral and

monoclinic phases. In a perfect system, where molecules are completely static,

monoclinic structure is mainly expected [91–93]. In these models, rhombohedral

and monoclinic are two types of structures where crystals can be described by

rhombic unit cell and a disordered rhombohedral with unequal vector lengths

respectively [94].
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The electronic structure of this molecule has also been investigated. The HOMO

- LUMO gap energy was measured to be ∼ 1.6 eV using photoemission measure-

ments, which is almost half of the value obtained for C60 [95]. But the electron

affinity of C70 molecules (2.72 eV) is comparable with the value estimated for C60

(2.65 eV). This indicates that, C70 is also an electron acceptor when deposited on

noble metals [96].

2.4.3 Fullerene on Metal Surfaces

Self-assembly of molecules is known to be a promising method in the engineering

of advanced structures on metal surfaces [12]. Fullerene based materials are espe-

cially interesting due to their wide range of applications, from superconductivity

at critical temperatures, to transistors. Therefore, many works have focused on

understanding the growth of fullerene films as well as interactions involved. Here

we looked at the growth properties of C60 molecules on different metal surfaces.

2.4.3.1 C60 on Au (111)

Over the last few decades, adsorption of C60 molecules on noble surfaces has been

the subject of many researches. The most common surfaces examined were (111)

plane of Au, Ag and Cu. Here a discussion on interaction and growth of C60

molecules on the Au (111) surface is presented.

As it was mentioned, STM and STS are suitable techniques for studying nucleation

and growth of molecules. Early STM works on C60/Au system reported formation

of hexagonal close packed islands on the surface [97]. Further analysis suggested

that, for coverage of∼ 0.02 ML, C60 molecules are found at the edge of monoatomic

steps. Once the coverage is slightly increased, to 0.04 ML, small chains of about

three molecules form at the fcc areas of steps, being separated by hcp sections.
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By adding more molecules to the surface, islands start to grow initially on the

lower side of step edges before expanding to the upper terraces [20, 21]. The

preference for lower step edges is due to the higher LDOS at these sites [52].

C60 molecules will then form a compact monolayer before moving on to the second

layer. Height of molecules on the first layer is measured to be 0.7 nm whilst second

layer molecules are about 0.8 nm with each molecule sitting at three-fold hollow

sites [20]. Molecules on this layer do not have any preference for step edges due

to weaker interactions. The interaction between molecules is by vdW, whereas,

molecules on the first layer are bounded by electron transfer from the surface

[98]. Photoemission and inverse photoemission experiments have shown a charge

transfer of about 0.8 (or less) electrons per molecule which makes it the weakest

chemical bond formed between C60 molecules and metal surfaces [23, 85, 99]. Due

to the difference in bonding types, desorption temperature for the molecules on the

first layer (773 K) is much higher than the second layer (573 K). This difference

can be used to produce a uniform monolayer by depositing molecules with slightly

higher coverage than 1 layer. The sample can then be annealed to about 573 K in

order to remove all layers apart from the first one [20].

By comparing the close packed direction of fullerene islands with Au atoms, four

different arrangements have been identified [15, 20, 100, 101]. The first structure

occurs when the fullerenes closed packed direction is along 〈 110 〉, which is also

known as “in phase structure”. The unit cell is then formed of 11 × 11 C60

molecules or 38× 38 gold atoms, which is normally referred to as 38× 38 R0◦, with

0 being the angle between close pack direction of gold atoms and C60 molecules.

Due to the difference between spacing of fullerenes (1 nm) and the gold lattice

constant (0.288 nm) position of C60 molecules shifts from threefold hollow site to

bridge site and then on a-top site periodically.

Another possible structure is the 2
√

3 × 2
√

3 R30◦. This structure is formed along

the reconstruction lines which run in 〈112〉 directions. So, fullerenes molecules
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are rotated by 30◦ with respect to the Au close pack arrangement. Since 2
√

3

times the gold-gold spacing (0.998 nm) is almost equal to the lattice constant

of C60 molecules (1 nm), the unit cell of this structure was chosen as 2
√

3 ×

2
√

3. In this arrangement, each molecule is positioned on a-top which makes it a

thermodynamically favourable structure [20].

It is also possible to form a 7 × 7 superstructure with 14◦ angle difference between

C60 and gold layer. The 49 molecules forming this structure are positioned on

a-top, bridge and then hollow sites [101]. Final structure reported is the 3 × 3

R34◦, in which every third C60 molecule is positioned at identical sites as shown

by darker circles in figure 2.18D. In this figure models for other possible structures

are also included [15].

Figure 2.18: Schematic diagram of different arrangement of C60 islands on Au
surface is shown. Circular structures represent C60 molecules, “x”s highlight the
position of Au atoms and lines included on the image show the unit cells. In

model “D” darker C60 molecules occupy identical positions (from [15]).
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Apart from different close packed arrangements of fullerene molecules, STM images

have shown a variation in the contrast of them. The height difference between

bright and dark molecules is dependent on the scanning voltage used but in general

it varies from 0.35 Å to 1.2 Å, with the largest value being obtained at -1.8 V.

This effect is especially more predominate if the surface is subjected to annealing

after deposition [15]. An example of molecules with different contrast and their

dependence on voltage is shown in figure 2.19.

The arrangement of bright and dim molecules on the surface is defined by the

structure of the fullerenes. For molecules in R30◦ structure, three different patterns

have been reported. On this surface there can be no, few or a high density of dim

molecules randomly arranged on the surface. Similar to R30◦ structures, molecules

with R0◦ arrangement can have a few random dim molecules. However, for R14◦

and R34◦, distribution of dim molecules is more uniform. In R14◦ for every 7

molecules a dim C60 has been observed that results in a superstructure with unit

cell of 7 × 7. But in case of R34◦ structures, the value of the unit cell is reduced

to 3 × 3 molecules [15].
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Figure 2.19: Different type of fullerene structures formed on Au (111) surface
a: R0◦, b: R14 ◦ and c: R34◦ are presented. Images obtained shows changes
in intensity of dim molecules at different voltages. This is an indication of
electronic properties of such molecules. A) 39 nm × 39 nm, V= 1.21 V, I= 0.05

nA. B) 39 nm × 39 nm, V= -1.21 V, I= 0.05 nA.

Another property of bright and dim molecules is their ability to switch. In the

disordered phase this can happen to any molecules on the surface. For R14◦ and

R34◦ arrangements, where dim molecules are observed at certain positions, only

molecules next to dim or within the cluster can switch. From constant scanning

of the surface, it has been noted that switching is a reversible process at room

temperature. Once the sample was cooled down to 77 K no more switches were

observed, which is an indication that this is a kinetically driven process and not a

result of the tip [15]. But STM cannot provide any details about the underlayer Au.

So theoretical models have been employed to justify formation of dim molecules.

Based on these studies, changes observed are a result of nano pit formation, with

size of pits being one or seven gold atoms. The binding between C60 and Au

atoms is more favourable; this can weaken the surface atoms bonds and result in

mobility of vacancies on the surface [102, 103]. The mobility of the pits results

in the switching of molecules observed. In addition to the existence of nano pits,

changes in height variation with potential difference applied, suggest that there is
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some dependence on the electronic properties too. For dim molecules located on

pits, more charge transfer from surface atoms is expected. This results in a larger

resistance for electrons to tunnel to the LUMO states. The difference in electronic

structure of molecules contributes to the apparent dimness of them too [15].

Another surface modification observed from C60 molecules was the lifting of the

reconstruction pattern. The chemical bonds formed between each C60 molecule

and the Au surface can help in relieving the stress, and relaxing the Au atoms

[104]. There have been reports with visible reconstruction pattern on C60 films.

In these experiments a faster deposition rate was used, which caused a slower

lifting process and therefore visible DLs during scanning time [105].

Intramolecular structure of C60 molecules was the next challenge to be investigated.

This requires a reduction in the sample’s temperature or a strong interaction with

the surface to freeze molecular rotations. On Au (111), the interaction is not

strong enough, so temperature of about 5 K was used to image the molecules with

STM. In STM, the electronic states close to the Fermi level (HOMO-LUMO),

play an important role in the current detected. For C60 molecules LUMO levels

are mainly associated with single bands that form pentagons [76]. When imaging

empty states, pentagon rings are highlighted in the fullerene cage that can help to

identify bonding positions of molecules on the surface. Figure 2.20A shows STM

images corresponding to possible orientations at 5.7 K [101].
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Figure 2.20: A) STM images obtained from C60 molecules on Au (111) surface
showed 3 possible orientations at 5.7 K. In images obtained one, two and three
symmetry structures were identified. B) Based on that, models were suggested

for bonding positions in each case (from [101]).

As shown in this image three different orientations are possible: 1) C60 molecules

can have a pentagon parallel to the surface that results in formation of one fold

symmetry shape. 2) A two-fold symmetry pattern, when a C60 molecule is sitting

on the surface with a carbon atom down, was observed. 3) Finally if a hexagon

in the molecule is positioned parallel to the surface, another hexagon plus three

pentagons would be facing up, in this case a shape with three-fold symmetry is

obtained [101]. Model for each scenario is shown in figure 2.20B.

2.4.3.2 C60 on Cu (111)

After Au (111), the interaction of C60 molecules with other metal surfaces were

examined. One of the surfaces that gained a lot of attention was Cu (111) due to

its nearest neighbour (nn) distances (2.55 Å) being a quarter of C60 bulk crystal

(10.0 Å) [106].
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Similar to Au (111), studies on this surface started by looking at molecular growth

structures. Deposition of C60 molecules at RT has resulted in formation of islands

with random sizes instead of linear chains at step edges. This is an indication that

the bonding between C60 and Cu surface is stronger than the attractions between

C60 molecules [107]. If molecular coverage is then increased further, 2D islands

start to grow on the lower side of step edges, until a full layer is obtained. Layers

formed have a well ordered (4 × 4) supperlattice in agreement with the nn values

provided earlier.

The other noticeable point is the shape of individual C60 molecules on the Cu

surface. It has been reported that using +2.0 V, three leaf-clovers shapes and

for -2.0 V, doughnut like structures were observed. Triangular shapes were also

reported for biases close to 0 V. This dependence on voltage is an indication that

C60 molecules are not free to rotate, with each shape corresponding to a certain

orientation of molecules on the surface. For an example the three leaf-clover shape

corresponds to the hexagonal ring of the C60 parallel to the surface [108]. These

positions agree with models suggested for molecules on Au surface. Example of

structures observed at different voltages are shown in figure 2.21.

Results obtained from x-ray photoemission (XPS) and high resolution electron

energy lost spectroscopy (HREELS) have shown that the LUMO state of C60

molecules accept charge from Cu surface [106]. The amount of charge transferred

has been estimated to be around 1 - 1.6 electrons per molecule, with 92 % of

the charge being localised on the hexagonal ring of the C60 molecule [98, 109,

110]. For higher coverages, the second layer of C60 molecules are bonded by vdW

interactions. So similar to Au (111), the desorption temperature of first layer is

about 480 ◦C while higher layer molecules can be removed at ∼ 300 ◦C due to the

weaker bindings formed [98].
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Figure 2.21: Voltage dependence of the C60 molecules on Cu (111) surface
is shown. A) With sample voltage of -2.0 V, molecules had doughnut shape
forms. B) Once sample voltage is reduced to -0.1 V, which means states near
Fermi level are mainly dominating to the tunnelling current, a triangle shape is
observed. Image “C” shows the three lobe clover shape obtained from empty

states with +2.0 V sample bias (from [108]).

2.4.3.3 C60 on Ag (111)

The final surface of interest is Ag (111), which is especially interesting due to

its similar lattice constant (0.289 nm for Ag and 0.288 nm for Au) and similar

electronic structure to Au (111) but without the reconstruction pattern. Initial

steps of C60 growth are also very similar to the Au surface. C60 islands start to

form along step edges and once coverage is increased, two dimensional islands with

hexagonal closed packed arrangement form [111].

T. Sakurai et al. [108] have identified different close packing directions of C60

molecules. Structures observed can have 30◦, 12.5◦ ± 1◦ and 46◦ ± 1◦ angle

difference with respect to the 〈112〉 direction of the Ag surface. The nn distance

of molecules in all phases have been measure to be about 10.0 ± 0.1 Å, which is

very close to the value of molecules in bulk C60 (10.04 Å).
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Figure 2.22: A) STM scan of the C60 monolayer on Ag (111) surface is pre-
sented. Three close pack directions with respect to Ag atoms have been re-
ported. The right top is R30◦, the lower part phase is R13◦ and the top left is

R46◦. B) In figure B model for molecules in R13◦ is suggested (from [108]).

Similar to the Au surface annealing the substrate at 300 ◦C for a long time results

in the disappearance and conversion of all phases to R30◦. The resultant structure

would have a 2
√

3 × 2
√

3 unit cell, with molecules being positioned on a-top sites

[108]. The bonding formed between C60 molecules and the Ag surface is expected

to be stronger than Au (111), however, desorption temperature on both surfaces

is about 500 ◦C. This suggests that the difference between their bonding strength

is small [21]

Another interesting observation made after annealing the surface for a long time

was formation of bright and dim molecules. The coverage of dim molecules on this

surface was estimated to be ∼ 38 % with a random distribution [112]. Switch-

ing between bright and dim molecules was also reported. In order to justify this

phenomenon, density function theory (DFT) calculations [113] as well as LEED

analysis were employed [114]. Results obtained suggested that Ag atoms, right

under molecules, can be displaced to form nano pits with surrounding atoms re-

maining in their bulk position. In this case C60 molecules sitting on nano pits
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would have their hexagon ring parallel to the surface that makes them fixed in

two possible orientations: 0◦ and 180◦. This orientation difference can result in

a change in contrast compared to molecules that can rotate freely on the surface

[114].

2.4.3.4 C70 on metal surfaces

At low coverages, growth of C70 molecules on metal surfaces is very similar to

C60, with islands starting from step edges before expanding to form 2D structures.

STM scans obtained from C70 monolayer have shown that there are two possible

molecular orientations on surfaces [115]. They can have their long axis perpen-

dicular to the surface, with height measured to be about 0.7 nm on Au, or have

it parallel to the surface, height of ∼ 0.65 nm [116]. Due to the presence of these

two options, islands formed are more disordered compared to the C60 molecules

with a nn distance of C70 islands being ∼ 10.6 Å[115].

The close packed direction of C70 with respect to Au has also been investigated

under different conditions. The two most common directions observed at RT

from C60 molecules, R0◦ and R30◦ have been reported for C70 molecules too. N.

Katsonis et al. [117] studied these domains on Au (111)/n-Tetradecene interface.

This solid/liquid interface allowed for investigation of self-assembly structures in

ambient conditions with height of molecules measured as 13 ± 1 Å for standing

up and 11 ± 1 Å for lying down position. From their results it has been suggested

that, in R30◦, the nn value of C70 molecules is close to the periodicity of the Au

lattice along the 〈112〉 direction (9.96 Å). Therefore, molecules are expected to be

in the upright position on three-fold hollow site of gold lattice with unit cell of

2
√

3 × 2
√

3. This is also known as α domain.
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Figure 2.23: A) Model for two possible domains of C70 molecules on Au
(111)/n-Tetradecene interface. α corresponds to the R30◦ domain and β is the
R0◦ with respect to the Au close pack directions. B) High resolution STM scan
of molecules on surface is also presented. This scan shows two different domains

that can be formed on the surface (from[117]).

The other domain observed is β-type packing that corresponds to molecules being

in R0◦ phase and arranged along 〈110〉 direction. As the long axis diameter of

C70 molecule is about four times of periodicity along 〈110〉 direction (11.5 Å), it

is expected that in this phase molecules are laying flat on the surface [117]. Scan

and model for these arrangements are shown in figure 2.23.

P. Wang et al. [118] then studied the effect of depositing C70 molecules on Ag

(111) surface in ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions. Samples were prepared by

depositing about 4.5 ML at room temperature. The first point noted was the

formation of second layer structure before completing the first one. This suggests

the bonding of substrate - adsorbent being weaker than the interactions between

C70 molecules. Scans obtained also showed that majority of molecules tend to be

in the stand up position that can be explained by considering coulomb repulsions.

Since the LUMO orbital in C70 molecules is located near poles, the upright position

is preferred for two charged molecules. The average charge transfer for each C70

molecule on Ag (111) has been measured to be about 2.6 electrons per molecule

[119], which is higher compared to the C60/ Ag (111) system ( ∼ 0.5 electron per

molecules [120]). The sample was annealed at about 300 ◦C to form a uniform
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monolayer. C70 molecules on this layer were arranged in
√

13 ×
√

13 R±13.9◦

structure instead of 2
√

3 × 2
√

3 R30◦ that was expected. This is due to the

coulomb repulsion that has increased the nn distance of molecules by 0.041 nm

and formed new patterns [119].

Similar to C60, after annealing sample, different contrast of C70 molecules were

reported. Apart from bright molecules (B), three different dim contrasts formed

on the surface. The first group are molecules in the lying-down or tilted position

with a height difference of 0.05 - 0.08 nm compared to B molecules, known as weak

dims (WD). The second group includes molecules that have height difference of

about 0.1 - 0.13 nm, called middle dims (MD). These molecules are located on nano

pits. Finally, height different of 0.17 - 0.19 nm were measured for dark dims (DM)

molecules. This height difference suggests that C70 molecules are in laying-down

position inside nano pits. Once the temperature is increased to about 380 ◦C more

structures were observed in the upright position that resulted in disappearance of

WD and DD molecules [118].

Cu was the next surface that was used to study self-assembly of C70 structures.

Like other surfaces, molecules initially moved toward step edges and as coverage

increased 2D islands started to grow. Based on STM images obtained both landing

positions are possible on Cu (111) surface but the preferred orientation is for

molecules to stand up similar to other surfaces. The over layer C70 molecules form

a 4 × 4 structure with the intermolecular spacing of 10.2 Å, which is close to the

distance between C70 molecules in the bulk form [121]. The interaction between

molecule and the surface is by electron transfer with a net charge of 1.1 ± 0.1

electrons per molecule [122].

Overall bonding of C70 on metal surfaces is comparable with C60 molecules. Es-

pecially since the favoured bonding position has been shown to be the upright

direction both experimentally [123, 124] and theoretically [125]. In this case the

footprint of the molecule on the surface is almost the same as C60. So for coverages
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close to one monolayer, where molecules are densely packed, structures formed are

comparable to the ones found with C60 molecules.

2.5 Formation of C60 - Au Clusters

Combining fullerene molecules with other molecules and atoms can help in pro-

duction of many new structures including (Au)m-(C60)n clusters. Self-assembly of

Au-C60 magic clusters on Au (111) was first reported in our group by Xie et al.

[24]. In this section a short description of the cluster production is provided.

2.5.1 Producing Magic Clusters

Earlier in this chapter explanation of how different types of bonding, mainly non-

covalent, can be used in self-assembly of structures was provided. Bonding such as

hydrogen-bond and metal-ligand interactions have both selectivity and directional

properties that can be very useful in production of different patterns like porous

networks. Another possible interaction is van der Waals (vdW) that is mainly used

to bring molecules or atoms into a close pack arrangement. However, controlling a

system with it can be hard. It is expected that as the size of molecules increases,

strength of vdW bonding increases as well. This idea was employed to produce,

(C60)m-(Au)n clusters on a clean Au (111) surface. Initially, sample’s temperature

was reduced to 110 K for deposition of Au atoms. These atoms then move on the

surface to reach elbow sites and form islands. The position of Au islands on bulged

and pinched elbows is different as atoms start to nucleate from x-type elbows. So

on bulged elbows, islands are formed on fcc areas while on pinched elbows they

are on hcp sites [126]. Figure 2.24 is an example of a surface area after deposition

of 0.01 ML Au atoms. The height profile along the white line shows each island

is ∼ 0.24 nm, which agrees with a single layer Au island’s height.
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Figure 2.24: A) Scan obtained at 115 K after deposition of 0.01 ML gold
atoms on Au (111) surface. 181.4 nm × 181.4 nm, V= -1.89 V, I= 0.05 nA.
Small Au islands start to grow from x-type of elbows, as shown in sketch B.
So, on bulged elbows islands are formed in fcc areas while on pinched they are
located in hcp sites. Graph C, shows height profile along the white line in figure

A, which agrees with single layer Au islands.

Once the formation of Au islands is confirmed, C60 molecules are added to the

surface. The low temperature of the sample results in the shortening of molecule’s

diffusion length, but they can still diffuse for a long enough distance to find exist-

ing Au islands at elbow sites. Molecules will then encapsulate islands or arrange

around them. At this stage, clusters observed can be divided into two groups:

closed structures where C60 molecules completely cover Au islands and open struc-

tures where Au islands are still visible.
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Figure 2.25: A) Scan obtained after deposition of 0.21 ML C60 on pre-existing
Au islands. Clusters formed can be dived into two groups of open and closed
structures depending on molecules sitting on top of the Au islands or not. Ex-
amples of such clusters are shown by inset in the upper right and left corners
respectively. The brighter molecules are the ones sitting on the Au islands. This
agrees with the height profile (B) obtained along the white line. 101.2 nm ×

66.8 nm, V= -2.18 V, I= 0.05 nA.

STM cannot reveal directly the under layer Au but the existence of it can be

proved with the open structures as well as the height profile of the brighter C60

molecules. Figure 2.25B shows the height profile along the white line across a

cluster with 7 C60 molecules at the bottom right hand side of the image. The

central molecule is about 0.24 nm taller than surrounding ones which agrees with

the height of one gold atomic layer. In order to produce thermodynamically stable

clusters, the sample was then slowly annealed up to room temperature.

2.5.2 Magic Clusters at Room Temperature

As the temperature increases, Au atoms and C60 molecules gain enough energy

to move around and form the most thermodynamically stable structures. The

outcome is stable clusters formed at room temperature on elbow sites as shown in

figure 2.26.
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Figure 2.26: Scan showing stable structures observed at at RT with brighter
molecules being located on top of the Au islands. In this scan the smallest stable
forms are highlighted in red triangle. Apart from stable structures, clusters with
extra (blue circle) or missing (green circle) molecules are also observed. 121 nm

× 121 nm, V= -1.93 V, I= 0.05 nA.

As shown in figure 2.26, the smallest stable structure is formed by 7 C60 molecules

with the central one appearing brighter due to it being positioned on top of the

Au island. Theses clusters are highlighted with red triangles. The lateral position

of the C60 islands in such clusters agrees with the (2
√

3× 2
√

3) R30◦ arrangement

of fullerenes on Au (111) surface. It is expected that a C60 molecule occupies an

area equivalent to 12 Au atoms [24] with the C - Au atom distance being v 0.25

nm [127]. Based on this information a model has been suggested that agrees with

the following conditions [24]:

• The optimum distance between C60 molecules (1.03 nm) is kept constant.

Adding more Au atoms to this system increase the gap between molecules
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and reduce their interaction.

• The C - Au distance (0.23 nm) is in agreement with the value suggested.

Removing Au atoms from this model can also result in destabilising the

cluster.

• The Au island is also arranged to keep its hexagonal closed-shell structure.

Based on these conditions the model recommended for smallest stable cluster is

known as (C60)7-(Au)19 which is presented in figure 2.27B. This idea was then

employed for larger clusters as shown in figure 2.27C and D. In these diagrams, C60

molecules are presented as brown molecules, blue are Au surface atoms and yellow

correspond to the gold atoms deposited on the surface. Position of molecules on

the surface is highlighted by red atoms. C60 molecules on top of the Au islands are

located on a-top position while molecules around the step edges are on three-fold

fcc hollow sites. Apart from magic clusters, it is also possible for closed structures

to have extra or missing C60 molecules as highlighted in figure 2.26 by the blue

and green circles respectively. Slight annealing to about 320 K provides enough

energy for extra molecules to move away from structures. These free molecules on

the surface can then be captured by other clusters with missing molecules to form

stable structures [128].

Further increase in the temperature results in removal of clusters. An island

formed of about 7 C60 molecules, without the Au atoms, will disintegrate at 240

K on Au (111), but magic clusters can be heated up to 400 K. It may seem that

by increasing the size of the cluster the stability would also increase due to higher

number of molecules interacting with step edges. However, larger structures have

a higher number of molecules sitting on the Au island that are not strongly bonded

to the surface compared to the step edge molecules. Therefore, all clusters tend

to disappear by 400 K [24].
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Figure 2.27: Models suggested for the magic cluster where blue spheres are
surface Au atoms, purple spheres are second-layer Au atoms, yellow corresponds
to islands formed as a result of gold atoms deposition and brown molecules are
C60. Some atoms are highlighted in red to show the position of C60 molecules
on the surface. Molecules sitting on the deposited Au islands are located on
a-top position while lower level molecules site on hollow sites. A) Model from
Au surface without C60 cages to highlight the position of molecules in (C60)7-
(Au)19 cluster. B) (C60)7 - (Au)19 model C) This can also be applied to the

larger clusters (C60)10-(Au)35 and D) (C60)12-(Au)49.
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In reports published a detailed description of production process and models re-

quired to understand magic clusters are provided. However our knowledge and

control on size distribution as well as position of clusters are limited and require

further investigations. Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis have aimed to address these

issues.

2.6 Sputtering

Sputtering is a result of collision introduced from a beam of energetic neural atoms

or ions incident on a target that can be liquid or solid [129]. Here we focus on

sputtering a solid sample with an ion beam. During sputtering an energetic beam

of ions is directed towards a sample, this results in interactions between fast ions

and stationary near surface atoms. The incident ion is then deflected back from a

single hard collision or after many correlated collisions. For ion beams with energy

higher than few keV, there is increased probability that ions will finally come to

rest within the sample [130, 131].

Collisions between ions and solid atoms can be divided into two groups: nuclear

and electronic collisions. In nuclear, momentum and energy are conserved (elastic

collision). On the other hand, electronic collisions refer to the interaction between

ions and lattice electrons. During each collision a small amount of energy is trans-

ferred (inelastic collision) until the ion totally loses all of its energy [130]. In both

cases, once the energy transferred is high enough for an atom to overcome its

binding energy, it can be released from the surface.

The type of ions used can also have an effect on the collisions. For relatively heavy

ions, the energy is deposited near the surface and starts a collision cascade that

results in the ejection of surface atoms. However, lighter ions such as H+ and D+

are reflected from beneath the surface layer. If the energy of the ions is higher
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than the surface barrier any recoil atoms can sputter off the surface. For ions with

intermediate mass such as Ar both case can happen [132].

In order to study surfaces during and after the bombardment, different methods

such as thermal energy atom scattering (TEAS) and low energy ion scattering

(LEIS) are commonly used. STM can also be an ideal technique that allows

studies of the surface morphology after the bombardment [133].

B. Poelsema et al. [134] used TEAS measurement to analyse the effect of He ion

bombardment on a Pt (111) surface. Their results suggested that majority of ions

create mono-vacancies even though the sputtering yield of it is larger than one

(sputtering yield will be explained in the following section). It was also observed

that based on the sample’s temperature during sputtering, mono-vacancies can

move as their lateral movement is thermally activated. At room temperature,

vacancies may reach a step edge and join it or meet others and form a cluster. So

temperature is another factor that can be controlled to produce desired samples.

Generally, ion sputtering is known to be a cheap, simple and efficient method

for creation of nano sized structures by controlling parameters such as flux and

sputtering temperature. Earlier works have shown that by controlling these pa-

rameters different pit morphology such as square pit on Cu (001) [135], hexagonal

pits on Au (111) [133] and Pt (111) [136] and ripple structure on Ag (110) [137]

can be obtained. Such patterns are expected to offer possibilities in technological

applications [138]. Apart from many technological applications of ion bombard-

ment, it is a common technique used to clean samples [133]. The low energy (v

500 - 5000 eV) ion beams are commonly used in surface science research for sample

preparation [134].
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2.6.1 Sputtering Yield

One of the common measurements of a sputtered sample is sputtering yield. Sput-

tering yield can be defined as the average number of atoms removed from a surface

per incident particle. This expression is shown in equation below:

Y =
Average number of atoms removed from the surface

Incident particle
(2.2)

In this equation, incident particles can be energetic ions, electrons, neutral atoms,

molecules or larger clusters without considering the ones that maybe implanted

and then re-emitted [139]. Sputtering yield measurements have received a lot of

attention due to the importance in different areas such as target cleaning, near

surface analysis of solids, fabrication of thin films and etc [140].

So far sputtering yield has been measured in many different systems and one

of the widely used equations for this purpose is Bohdansky formula [141]. In

1994, C. Garacia-Rosales et al. [142] improved this equation to get a better fit to

experimental results. This is shown as equation 2.3, where sputtering yield is a

function of projectile energy assuming the angle between beam and sample is 90

degree.

Y = QSKrCn (ε)(1− (
Eth
E0

)
2
3 )(1− Eth

E0

)2 (2.3)

In this equation, E0 is the projectile energy, Eth is the threshold energy when

sputtering is zero, SKrCn (ε) is the nuclear stopping cross section that provides the

best fit to the Kr-C potential and ε is the reduced energy, which can be calculated

independently using equation 2.4.

ε = E0
M2

M1 +M2

aL
Z1Z2e2

=
E0

ETF
with ETF =

Z1Z2e
2

aL

M1 +M2

M2

(2.4)
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where Z1 is nuclear charge of projectile, M1 is mass of the projectile, Z2 is nuclear

charge of target atom, M2 is the mass of target atom, e is the electron charge and

aL is the Lindhard screening length that can be calculated as [142, 143]. :

aL = (
9π2

128
)1/3aB(Z

2/3
1 + Z

2/3
2 )−1/2 (2.5)

with aB being the Bohr radius, which is approximately equal to 5.29 ×10−11 m.

The other unknown parameter in equation 2.3 is the SKrCn (ε ). This parameter

can also be approximated by:

sKrCn (ε) =
0.5 ln(1 + 1.2288ε)

ε+ 0.1728
√
ε+ 0.008ε0.1504

(2.6)

In equation 2.6, the threshold energy can be calculated based on the masses ratio:

Eth =


Es

γ(1−γ)
for M1

M2
< 0.2

8Es(
M1

M2
)2/5 for M1

M2
> 0.2

(2.7)

with Es being the surface energy and γ the maximum energy transfer factor that

can be estimated as γ = 4M1xM2/(M1 +M2)2.

And finally, in equation 2.3, Q is used as the fitting parameter for the sputtering

data [142, 143].

Here the angle has been assumed to be 90 degree. In studies where accurate

measurements are required, it is also possible to add the angle dependence factor

but for simplicity the simplest case has been considered.

As it has been shown, sputtering yield calculations are mainly done using theoret-

ical methods. The number of experimental works, where morphology of surfaces

has been examined right after the sputtering is limited. Especially for surfaces
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covered with organic monolayers, our understanding of sputtering effects is insuf-

ficient. In chapter 6 of this work, morphological change of Au (111) surface with

partial fullerene coverage, after few seconds of sputtering, has been investigated.



Chapter 3

Experimental Procedure

3.1 Scanning Tunnelling Microscope

The scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) was introduced by Binnig and Rohrer

in 1982. Soon after, it was proven to be a powerful tool for studying surfaces

and their properties [54]. The main idea behind the STM is simple; a very sharp

metallic tip is brought close to a conductive sample in order to measure electron

tunnelling. The value of tunnelling current measured with respect to the tip

position can be used to produce a topographical image of the surface. This is

known as the constant height mode. Scanning speed in this mode can be very

high since the tip height does not need to be adjusted. However, a very flat

sample is required to avoid any possibility of the tip crashing. The other mode of

operation is constant current mode. In this case a feedback circuit is used to vary

the tips height in order to keep the current constant. This mode is more commonly

used, especially on new samples, to avoid damaging the tip. Movement of the tip

is controlled by a piezo drive, made of piezo ceramic materials. So, by applying

voltage (Vp), the ceramics can expand or contract resulting in the movement of

tip accordingly [144–146].

58
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As it was mentioned, measurements done by STM are dependent on the tunnelling

current. In classical mechanic, a particle has to have enough energy to overcome

a potential barrier. However, in quantum physics, there is always a possibility for

particles to pass through the barrier. This is known as the tunnelling effect, which

is based on wave properties of electrons. In this case electron wave function can be

defined as ψ(z), where z is the particles direction of propagation. The Schrödinger

equation can then be used to predict the state of particles. For an electron with

energy E that propagates along Z direction, the equation is described as below:

− ~2

2m

d2

dz2
ψ(z) + U(z)ψ(z) = Eψ(z) (3.1)

where the potential barriers height is “U(z)”, ~ = h
2π

with “h” being the Plank

constant and “m” is the mass of electrons. The solution to this equation can be

divided into two categories based on “E” being bigger or smaller than “U(z)”. For

classical regions, E>U(z), the solutions can be defined as:

ψ(z) = ψ(0)e±ikz (3.2)

In equation 3.2, “k” is the wave vector that can be calculated using equation 3.3.

k =

√
2m(E − U)

~
(3.3)

For classically forbidden regions, E<U, the solution is defined as:

ψ(z) = ψ(0)e±kz (3.4)

In this case the decay constant is calculated as follows:
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k =

√
2m(U − E)

~
(3.5)

The same tunnelling model can be applied to electrons that pass through the

vacuum barrier between the tip and the sample. Once the tip is brought close

enough to the sample the tunnelling would result in the fermi levels to be equalised

as shown in figure 3.1A. By applying a potential difference (Vs) to the sample, its

fermi level will be shifted by eVs. Figure 3.1B shows an example where a negative

voltage has been applied to the sample. In this case electrons in the filled states

of the sample can tunnel to the empty states of the tip between Ef and Ef -eVs.

It is also possible to use a positive voltage to tunnel electrons from filled states of

the tip to the empty states of the sample [144–147].

The value of tunnelling current is then not only dependent on the tip-sample sep-

aration but also the availability of their electronic states, which can be expressed

as following:

I α

∫ eV

0

ρs(x,Ef + ε)dε (3.6)

In equation 3.6, ρs(x,Ef ) is the sample’s local density of states (LDOS). For small

voltages, this can be written as:

ρs(x,Ef ) α
1

eV

Ef∑
Ef−eV

|ψ(x)|2 (3.7)

Based on this equation and equation 3.4, tunnelling can be simplified as:

I α exp(−2z

√
2m

~2
(φ− eV

2
))

∫ eV

0

ρs(Ef + ε)dε (3.8)
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Figure 3.1: A model of one dimensional metal-vacuum-metal system is pre-
sented. A) The tip is brought close enough to the sample before applying
voltage. B) In this example, a bias voltage (eVs) has been applied that results
in electrons between (Ef - eVs)) and Ef states to tunnel from a sample to a tip.
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In equation 3.8, “φ” is the sample work function and “e” is the electron charge.

Based on this equation current is exponentially dependent on the tip-sample sepa-

ration (z) [147]. So, if “φ” is about 5.5 eV, then 1 Å change in the separation would

result in current varying by a factor of 10 [144–146]. This is especially helpful in

obtaining atomic resolution with vertical resolution of sub angstrom [148].

As shown in figure 3.1, apart from theangstrom distance between the tip and the

sample, current is also dependent on the availability of the electronic states. So

STM images can be considered as superimposition of geometrical features of the

surface as well as their electrical properties (the LDOS). Theoretical studies done

have shown that apart from the electronic properties of the sample, tip states can

also play an important role during scans. In order to explain this, different models

were considered. One of the most successful models was suggested by Chen [149].

In this model pz and dz2 states of a d-band metallic tip were considered. The

dangling bonds of these states at the apex atom of the tip follow and interact

with the surface wave functions. This model provides a better surface corrugation

compare to Fermi-level LDOS that makes it more suitable for modelling of atomic

level scans.

My work presented here involves using an STM in ultra-high vacuum (UHV)

conditions to ensure the work is done in a clean environment. In next sections the

UHV and type of STM used are explained in more detail.

3.2 Ultra High Vacuum

In order to study the properties of a surface, it is important to make sure that the

conditions remain constant over the whole period of the experiment. In another

words, rate of reactive species arriving at the surface from surrounding gases should

be low. The best condition for such experiments is in vacuum, where limited
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amount of gas is confined in a given space. Pressures about or below 10−9 mbar

are then called ultrahigh vacuum (UHV).

The rate of molecules arriving at the surface can be estimated as:

r =
p√

2πkBT
(3.9)

where “p” is the pressure, “kB” is the Boltzmann constant and “T” is the temper-

ature. Based on this, at pressure of about 10−9 mbar samples can remain clean

for at least one hour. In order to obtain UHV conditions, the temperature of the

system should be increased (between 100 to 300 degree C) to remove all gases

(mostly water) adsorbed to chamber walls and then pumped using appropriate

pumps. This procedure is known as baking [150].

For all of my experiments, an Omicron variable temperature (VT)-STM was used,

that is formed of a single chamber. The chamber is pumped using an ion pump

(IP) that runs at all times when chamber is at UHV condition, as well as a titanium

sublimation pump (TSP) which is turned on every 8 hours for 1 minute. With the

help of these pumps UHV condition can be maintained for a long time.

In order to reach UHV condition a rotary pump initially runs for about 30 minutes

to reduce the pressure from atmosphere to better than 10−3 mbar. It also acts as

a backing pump for the turbomolecular pump. So after reaching 10−3 mbar, the

turbo pump is turned on to obtain a better vacuum [151]. Once pressure reached

10−6 mbar or lower, chamber is then covered with heat shields to prepare for the

bake. Using a heater on the table, the temperature of the system is increased to 140

◦C for 24 to 48 hours. After that the chamber temperature is left to reach about

80 ◦C before degassing the IP and TSP. Once successfully finished the degassing,

a valve between turbo pump and the chamber can be closed, this allows rotary

and turbo pumps to be vented, while chamber pressure is maintained by IP and

TSP.
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3.2.1 Variable Temperature STM

In order to obtain high quality scans, a vibrational isolated environment is re-

quired. In our lab the Omicron VT-STM chamber is placed on a floating stage

that can help in isolating any possible vibrations. To avoid creation of noises,

during scans only IP and TSP are used, this results in the base pressure of the

chamber to be is ∼ 5× 10−10 mbar. Furthermore, the STM head is located on

a base plate suspended by four soft springs with resonance frequency of about 2

Hz. In order to intercept any vibration of the suspended system, eddy current

damping is employed. For this purpose, the base plate is surrounded by a ring of

copper plates. During scanning, the STM head is suspended that results in the

copper plates being positioned between permanent magnets. For other purposes

the stage can be locked using a push-pull motion (PPM) drive.

Other parts in this chamber includes fast entry lock (FEL) that is used to transfer

samples or tips into the chamber. To do so, a sample or tip is placed on a designed

fork. After sealing it, the FEL can be pumped down using separate turbo and

rotary pumps. This helps to ensure the sample transfer does not have a major

effect on the pressure of the chamber. Sample/tip is then placed in a carousel

using wobble stick.

In order to degas the new sample/tip, it needs to be placed on a manipulator that

allows for resistive heating up to about 1100 K. Apart from annealing, 360-degree

rotation of the manipulator can be used to face the sample at different parts of the

chamber. This is mainly used during Ar sputtering or some molecular depositions.

A sketch of chamber with its main parts is shown in figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of the Omicron VT-STM, showing its main parts, is pre-
sented. This includes the STM stage position, carousel that allows storage of
up to twelve samples and tips, manipulator that has heating stage and ability
to rotate to desired directions and a wobble stick that can be used to move sam-
ples between these positions. FEL is another part of the chamber that allows

transferring sample/tip in or out of the chamber.

The scanner used in this system is a single tube with z-range of about 1.5 µm

and maximum scan range of about 12 µm × 12 µm. Other applications of this

chamber includes heating and cooling systems that allows users to scan the sample

at different temperatures from 25 K to 1500 K. In order to reduce the time required

for different cycles of heating and cooling, the microscope stage’s temperature is

kept about room temperature, while the sample is heated or cooled separately.

For low temperature investigations liquid nitrogen (LN2) bath cryostat is added to

the STM. This allows performing experiments between 100 K and room tempera-

ture. As shown in figure 3.3, a gas flow control block is used with a rotary pump

to control the flow of the liquid nitrogen into the system. For thermal coupling, a

clamping block is placed on top of the sample holder that cools down the sample
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and tip while the rest of chamber is at RT. In order to adjust the sample tempera-

ture, a heater element together with a silicon diode is fitted to the heat exchanger

that can be controlled using Lakeshore temperature controller. A diagram of this

set-up is shown in figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of low temperature set up.

Achieving temperatures lower than 100 K requires liquid helium. For experimental

results presented here only liquid nitrogen was used. In order to increase the

temperature of sample above RT, there are two methods of direct and resistive

heating. In both cases contact brushes on STM stage are used to apply DC current.

For direct heating, a sample with high resistance is required that allows maximum

temperature of about 1500 K. For resistive heating, current passes through a PBN

plate (pyrolytic boron nitride) that is placed inside the sample holder. This method
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can heat any sample up to 900 K. It is also worth mentioning that the temperature

gradient between the tip and the sample can result in a thermal drift during

scanning. This can be fixed after manually adjusting the area of interest for about

30 min.

3.3 Tip Etching

In order to have good resolution scans, size, shape and cleanness of STM tip

plays an important role [152]. Failure in preparation of a good tip can results in

problems such as formation of several mini tips. If the tip that electrons tunnel

through changes, surface features can appear in the scans more than once. Con-

tamination and oxidation of the tip can also influence the tunnelling junction and

cause irregularities in the image [153]. So preparing the tip is a very important

step.

There are mainly two types of tips used for scanning, tungsten (W) and Plat-

inum/Iridium (Pt/Ir). Pt/Ir tips are commonly used for scanning flat surfaces in

atmosphere. To do so, a small piece of a wire is placed inside a tip holder and

then cut with a scissors to get a sharp end [153]. For experiments done in UHV

conditions, tungsten tip is more commonly used due to high melting point and

strength of it. In order to prepare the tip, drop-off technique by electrochemical

etching is used [152]. In our lab, we use 2 moles (M) of sodium hydroxide (NaoH)

solution. This is produced by dissolving 40 grams of NaoH pellets in 500 mL of

distilled water. The set up used for etching is shown in figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: : Set up used to electrochemically etch tips. Beakers are filled
with 2 M of NaoH solution. In this set up, the tip acts as an anode, while
the other piece of W is used as cathode with potential difference of 10 V being

applied across it.

In this set up, a tip is placed inside the larger beaker, which works as an anode

and another piece of tungsten wire is placed in the smaller beaker as cathode.

Then using a DC power supply, 10 V potential difference is applied across it. This

results in the following reactions at the air - solution interface [153].

Cathode: 6H2O + 6e− → 3H2 + 6OH−

Anode: W + 8OH− → WO2−
4 + 4H2O + 6e−

Therefore: W + 2OH− + 2H2O → WO2−
4 + 3H2

An advantage of having separate beakers is that hydrogen bubbles, formed on

the cathode during etching, will not disturb the meniscus around the tip. In this

method etching will start at the air-solution interface. As the wire dissolve and its
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thickness decreases, resistance increases, as a result current will also increase until

the tip breaks. The power supply will then shut down automatically to prevent

further etching of the tip [153]. It is important to have the dropping part as small

as possible to avoid damaging the wire when it breaks [152]. During etching, the

system should be isolated form any vibrations that can cause irregular shapes of

the tip. After that, it will then be cleaned by dipping it in distilled water and

ethanol few times. Finally, the tip can be degassed inside the UHV chamber for 1

hour at about 350 K to remove oxide layer and adsorbed contaminants.

If the image quality was not good; it is also possible to improve the tip quality

during scans. A possible solution is to increase the bias voltage for few scans in

order to increase the interaction between the tip and sample. The voltage is then

reduced to the normal value of ± 2.5 V. Scanning current can also be increased for

few seconds, this will reduce the distance between the tip - sample and may even

result in a slight crash that can remove adsorbent on the tip. STS with voltage

ramp from -2 V to +2 V, can also be used to clean the tip and get better images.

Ideally, these processing methods should be done on a clean Au (111) surface to

avoid molecules transferring to the tip.

3.4 C60/C70 and Au Deposition

Deposition of fullerene molecules is done by a home-made Knudsen cell. To do so,

a DC voltage is applied to C60/C70 powder (from MER corporation with 99.99 %

purity) placed inside a tantalum pocket. Temperature of the pocket is measured

using a K-type thermocouple that has been welded on its side. A sketch of the

evaporator is shown in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: A model for the fullerene evaporator used.

Before deposition, the powder is degassed by increasing the temperature to 470

K for 5 min. This is then followed by further increase in temperature to about

680 K for C60 and 600 K for C70 molecules deposition, with chamber pressure

being about 10−8 mbar. From counting fullerene molecules in different scan areas,

deposition rate of C60 and C70 molecules was measured to be about 0.04 ML/min

and 0.02 ML/min respectively.

Another Knudsen cell (high temperature effusion cell from Crea Tech) is used

for gold atom deposition. In this case a gold wire (from Goodfellow with 99.99

% purity) is placed inside an alumina crucible with a control unit to set the

temperature. During deposition the temperature of the Au source is increased to

1100 ◦C. Once temperature reached the required condition, a shutter, placed in

front of the cell, is manually opened to start the deposition. At this temperature,

deposition rate of about 0.01 ML per minute was estimated with base pressure
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of 10−9 mbar. This value was estimated using “Image SXM 198” program. Area

of individual islands was measured and added to calculate the percentage area

covered in each scan. The average value of surface coverage was calculated for a

given deposition time that allows for estimation of coverage, or deposition rate,

per unit time.

3.5 Sample Preparation

Au (111) samples are commonly prepared by evaporating Au atoms on substrates

such as mica or HOPG. Preparing Au samples by evaporation can help to get

larger flat terraces in comparison to single crystals.

In our lab, production of Au samples starts by cleaving a 1.0 cm × 0.5 cm HOPG

sample with adhesive tapes. This helps to get a fresh, clean and flat surface.

The sample is then transferred in to an Edwards evaporator, with 1.5 cm - 2 cm

Au wire (99.99% pure from Goodfellow) being placed inside a molybdenum boat.

Chamber is then pumped overnight using a turbo molecular pump to reduce the

vacuum pressure to 1.0 × 10−7 mbar. Before and during deposition, the sample

is annealed to degas as well as provide enough energy for incoming Au atoms to

form a flatter surface. This is done by resistively heating the HOPG substrate

using 3.2 A current to obtain temperature of ∼300 ◦C. At the same time, the

Au wire is degassed by passing 30 A through the boat for 20 min. The current

is then increased to 35 A in order to melt the wire and degas it for another 5

minutes. Meanwhile, to avoid contamination sample and Au source are separated

by a shutter.

Evaporation start by increasing the current to 38 A and opening the shutter.

During evaporation, growth rate is measured using a quartz crystal oscillator. To

obtain sample with wide flat terraces the deposition rate is kept at 0.2 nm/min,
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with base pressure of the chamber being 1.0 × 10−6 mbar. Once deposition is

done, shutter is first closed and then current used to evaporate Au is set to zero.

Sample is further annealed for another 15 minutes to improve the flatness of the

surface. After cooling down, evaporator is vented and the sample is placed to an

Omicron resistive heating sample holder, which is then transferred into the VT-

STM chamber. It is further treated with Ar ion sputtering and annealing cycles.

The sputtering is done with 1 keV argon ion beam and target current of 10 µA

for 7 min to remove the top layer. Sample is then annealed for 1 hour at 1000 K

to recover and release impurities in the bulk. This cycle is repeated until a clean

reconstructed gold surface is obtained [154].



Chapter 4

Size-Control of Magic Clusters

4.1 Introduction

In chapter 2, the self-assembly and production of C60-Au magic clusters were

explained. One of the features that made these clusters interesting was the absence

of any directional or selective bindings. In this chapter, more details on clusters

and their size distributions are provided. Results obtained from variation of Au

atoms, fullerene molecules and how it effects range of clusters formed are presented.

So far the production of clusters with C60 molecules have been examined. Here

C60 has been replaced with C70 molecules to check if the ellipsoidal shape of them

can change structures observed.

Apart from the amount of atoms and molecules available, temperature is also

known to be an effective parameter. Therefore, in later parts of this chapter, the

effect of temperature on the size distribution of clusters is introduced. Finally, the

result of co-depositing molecules and atoms at low temperature is explained.

73
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4.2 Au Coverage Dependence of Cluster Size

It is known that at room temperature Au atoms can diffuse across the Au (111)

terraces (few hundreds of nm) and reside along step edges without being affected

by the reconstruction patterns. In order to limit their thermal energy and encour-

age them to form small islands at elbow sites the sample temperature should be

reduced to ∼ 115 K. Figure 4.1 shows formation of Au islands after deposition

of atoms at 120 K. In this figure, STM images of two different Au coverages are

presented. As mentioned before, the deposition rate of Au atoms was estimated

to be ∼ 0.013 ML/min at 1100 ◦C. Based on this value the expected coverage

in figure 4.1A, after 390 s of deposition, is about 0.085 ML, and in figure 4.1B,

after 50 s, is 0.011 ML. However, coverages measured for these images, using the

method explained in experimental procedure chapter, are 0.09 ML and 0.03 ML

respectively. This difference in estimated and calculated values for low coverages

is a result of tip convolution. Structures that have radius (R) larger than tips (r), r

< R, can be resolved by the tunnelling tip to obtain a clear image. However, if the

object is smaller, r > R, the image obtained will be smeared out [155, 156]. Due

to the limitation in the resolution, values obtained are more accurate at higher

coverages. In order to estimate the error measured on islands area, the following

equation was employed.

∑n
i=1(Ra1)2∑n
i=1(Ra2)2

=

∑n
i=1(Rm1 − c)2∑n
i=1(Rm2 − c)2

(4.1)

In equation 4.1, “Ra1” and “Ra2” are true radius at two different coverages, “Rm1”

and “Rm2” are measured radie for each coverage accordingly and “c” is the error

on each measurement. By assuming a circular shape for all islands observed, it is

possible to convert the area measured to “R2”. If the experiments are performed

under constant conditions, then the ratio of deposition time should equal to the

ratio of actual areas covered. Using this information and equation 4.1, the value
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Figure 4.1: Different coverages of gold atoms were deposited on Au (111)
surface at 115 K. A) At high coverage of 0.09 ML, islands are formed on elbow
sites as well as being attached to the step edges. 254 nm × 254 nm, V= -1.71 V,
I= 0.05 nA. B) For lower coverages, 0.01 ML, smaller islands were observed only
on elbow sites. 181.4 nm × 181.4 nm, V= -1.89 V, I= 0.05 nA. C) A zoomed
in scan of Au on Au (111) showing different size of Au islands on bulged and
pinched elbows. Islands on pinched elbows are highlighted by white boxes. D)
A schematic model of Au islands position with respect to the reconstruction

pattern. X-elbows in this figure are marked by “x”.

of “c” was estimated to be ∼ 0.6 nm. The code used in the Matlab is included in

Appendix A. So, for the rest of this report the error has been removed from the

areas measured.

The other observation made was the difference in size of Au islands depending on

the elbow types. In figure 4.1C, a higher magnification image of the surface with
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0.09 ML coverage is presented. In this image the difference in sizes of islands is

shown more clearly, with smaller Au islands on pinched elbows being highlighted

by the white boxes. The average size of Au islands, for 0.09 ML, was measured as

7.3 ± 4.3 nm2 on bulged, 4.3 ± 3.3 nm2 on pinched elbows and 6.3 ± 4.1 nm2 on

step edges with their size distributions being shown in figure 4.2. The errors on

these values correspond to the standard deviations on values measured.

As shown in the model 4.1D, growth of islands start from X-type of elbows located

in fcc areas for bulged and hcp regions for pinched elbows. Based on values

measured, the ratio of island sizes on bulged/pinched elbows is about 1.7 that is

close to the area of fcc/hcp at these potions. So it can be concluded that any

atom landed in the fcc area joins islands on the bulged elbows and atoms on the

hcp sections are distributed between pinched elbows. Then broader growth area

available is one of the reasons for observing larger islands on bulged elbows. Apart

from elbow sites, finger-like islands were observed at some parts of step edges.

Example of them are highlighted in figure 4.1A by blue arrows. These islands are

mainly observed at areas where the density of elbows is low. Reduction of active

sites results in more gold atoms to reach step edges and form islands.

After confirming and measuring the range of Au islands observed, the sample tem-

perature was increased to 150 K for deposition of fullerenes. This slight increase in

temperature allows molecules to move around the existing Au islands and encap-

sulate them rather than grouping only on one side of islands. In order to examine

the effect of Au coverage, different amounts were deposited on the surface while the

ratio of C60 to Au coverage was kept constant with fullerene being approximately

two times higher than gold.

The sample was then slowly annealed to form magic clusters at room temperature.

300 thermodynamically stable clusters were then imaged and counted at room

temperature. Figure 4.3 shows results obtained from three different coverages.
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Figure 4.2: Size distribution of islands on bulged elbows (A), pinched elbows
(B) and step edges (C). The error bars are due to the rounding of the island

areas.
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As it can be seen from histogram 4.3, increasing the Au coverage results in wider

range of structures being obtained. At a low coverage of 0.01 ML, the majority

of clusters formed were (C60)7 (34 %) and (C60)10 (30 %). In this case, as the size

of clusters increases, percentage of structures observed corresponding to that size,

decreases. But this trend changes at higher Au coverages, especially for 0.09 ML.

In this case a sharp peak at (C60)10 is observed that indicate the most common ( 25

%) size of clusters observed. As coverage increases the area of Au islands formed

at elbow sites grows, therefore, larger clusters with higher variation in range of

stable structures is expected. Figure 4.3B, shows an example of scan areas where

the number of (C60)10 clusters, highlighted by a blue circle, is much higher than

other structures. In this image (C60)7 is also marked with a yellow circle. Other

clusters highlighted are joined clusters, marked as “J”, and open structures, “O”.

These clusters will be explained in more detail in later parts of this chapter.

Based on results obtained it can be concluded that the Au coverage plays a critical

role in the range and type of structures observed. However, controlling the size

of clusters precisely is not achievable yet. One of the reasons is the movement of

atoms and molecules as a result of the increase in temperature. Free molecules

and atoms can be captured by other clusters to form larger structures. Therefore,

temperature can play a critical role in range of clusters obtained which will be

explained in more detail in next section.

4.3 Temperature Dependence of Cluster Size

One of our goals was to produce clusters with the majority having a certain size.

To do so and achieve high coverages of (C60)7 clusters, 50 s (0.017 ML), Au was

deposited on the surface at 115 K. This was then followed by deposition of about

0.06 ML C60 at 150 K and annealing the sample slowly up to 280 K. Scans shown

in figure 4.4 are examples of surfaces obtained. As it can be seen, high number
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Figure 4.3: A) Histogram of cluster sizes with 300 structures counted. The
colours correspond to different Au coverages, grey is 0.01 ML, orange is 0.05
ML and blue is 0.09 ML. C60 coverage was kept at about two times of the Au
coverage in all experiments. Image of each cluster is shown above the graph.
B) Scan obtained at RT with 0.09 ML Au and 0.21 ML C60 coverages, that
shows higher number of (C60)10clusters, marked as blue, in comparison to the
(C60)7, yellow circle. Clusters marked with “O” are the open structures and
“J” corresponds to the joined clusters. 90 nm × 90 nm, V= -1.61 V, I= 0.05

nA.
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of (C60)7 clusters have formed at ∼ 280 K. Based on the model suggested for

magic clusters, figure 2.27, Au coverage of ∼ 0.028 ML is required for stability of

structures in figure 4.4A. This value is higher than the estimated coverage on this

surface (0.017 ML). However, if we consider the minimum Au required to have a

C60 molecule sitting on top of an island (7 Au atoms), then the coverage required is

∼ 0.012 ML. This indicates the amount deposited was just enough to form (C60)7

clusters that are not thermodynamically stable. Then, it is not a surprise that

once the sample reaches room temperature, most of structures open up and form

C60 islands at the step edges. In order to minimise this effect it is possible to limit

the energy of clusters at temperatures below RT (∼ 260 K).

Figure 4.4C, is another example of a surface with similar Au (0.017 ML) and

C60 (0.07 ML) coverages at 261 K. Pattern observed is in agreement with other

measurements presented in this figure. Areas marked as “E”, in this scan, and

fullerene islands at the step edges are products of excess C60 molecules that have

been released from unstable structures. The other noticeable point is the formation

of clusters mainly on bulged elbows. This is not a surprise since the size of Au

islands on pinched elbows are smaller compared to that on bulged elbows. Unstable

structures formed at pinched elbows tend to open up at much lower temperatures,

∼ 200 K. As previously mentioned (C60)7 clusters observed are also not stable at

room temperature. Figure 4.5 shows an image of the surface after being at room

temperature for 12 hours.
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Figure 4.4: Scan obtained at 283 K after deposition of 0.017 ML Au and
0.06 ML of C60 molecules. From images it is clear that majority of clusters (63
%) are (C60)7. The contrast has been adjusted so that reconstruction (A) and
clusters (B) are easily visible. The blue circles in A, highlights pinched elbows
which are empty of clusters. 100 nm × 100 nm, V= -1.54 V, I = 0.0 5 nA. C)
A scan obtained at 261 K with 0.017 ML Au and 0.07 ML of C60 coverage. On
this surface about 83 % of clusters are (C60)7 with majority being on bulged
elbow. “E” highlights the islands formed from extra C60 molecules released by
opening of clusters on pinched elbow. 130.26 × 94.64 nm; V= -2.05 V, I= 0.05

nA.
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Figure 4.5: Scan obtained at RT with 0.017 ML Au and 0.07 ML of C60 cov-
erage. Two different contrasts are used to make reconstruction (A) and clusters
(B) more clear. In this scan majority of the (C60)7 clusters have disappeared
and larger structures are observed on pinched elbows. 127.25 nm × 127.25 nm,

V= -1.97 V, I= 0.05 nA.

At this point majority of (C60)7 clusters have disappeared. Instead larger struc-

tures that are not necessary on the bulged elbows were observed. Figure 4.5 shows

an example of such areas, where most of clusters are located on pinched elbows.

It should be noted that as temperature increases atoms and molecules in clusters

gain more kinetic energy. Smaller structures that have not reached the thermody-

namically stable forms will then open up to join other existing molecules/atoms

on the surface and create larger stable clusters. New structures formed can move

to pinched elbows where the fcc area available is larger.

Temperature is known to have a direct effect on kinetic energy of molecules and

atoms on the surface. So by lowering the temperature it is possible to kinetically

control the range of structures formed. In this case, atoms and molecules are

trapped to form magic clusters due to their lower mobility. Structures observed

require much longer duration or higher temperature to overcome the kinetic trap

and reach thermodynamically stable forms in an irreversible process [157].
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4.4 Fullerene Dependence of Cluster Size

4.4.1 Formation of Clusters with C60 Molecules

After the Au coverage and sample temperature, C60 coverage was the next param-

eter examined. To prepare samples, Au atoms were deposited at 115 K on a clean

Au (111) sample for 390 s (0.09 ML). This was then followed by deposition of

different amounts of fullerene molecules at 150 K. Two scans, presented in figure

4.6, show results obtained at RT with 0.17 ML (4.6A) and 0.21 ML (4.6B) of C60

coverage.

One of the first observations that can be made based on figure 4.6 is the reduction

in number of ring structures with higher coverage of fullerene molecules. At these

coverages there are enough fullerene molecules available to form closed and stable

clusters. Another observation made was the increase in number of joined structures

due to the larger fullerene islands formed at LT. Example of such clusters are

highlighted in the figure 4.6 as “J” and “O” corresponding to joined and open

clusters respectively.

In order to have a better statistical understanding of the effect of C60 coverage

on size of clusters, 300 structures were counted. Results obtained are displayed in

figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.6: Scans obtained from surfaces at room temperature. In both cases
the Au coverage has been kept constant at 0.09 ML, but the amount of C60

deposited has increased form 0.17 ML, in figure A, to 0.21 ML in scan B. As a
result, formation of larger clusters as well as a decrease in the number of ring
structures has been observed. In these scans “J” stands for joined and “O” for
open structures. A) 141 nm × 81.8 nm, V= -1.85 V, I= 0.05 nA. B) 90 nm ×

90 nm, V= -1.61 V, I= 0.05 nA.
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Figure 4.7: Size distribution of clusters with constant Au (0.09 ML) and dif-
ferent C60 coverages (0.21 ML and 0.17 ML). Results presented has shown that
lack of fullerene molecules available can result in the formation of more open
structures. Once the coverage is higher, probability of observing joined struc-
tures increases. Slight changes in number of 7 C60 clusters can be due to break
down of larger structures to smaller ones in order to reach the thermodynami-

cally stable form.

Another point noted is the slight decrease in the number of smallest stable struc-

ture, (C60)7-(Au)19. This decrease can be a result of larger structures breaking

down to form smaller thermodynamically stable clusters. In another words, when

there is not enough C60 molecules available, clusters that are not thermodynami-

cally stable, can lose their Au atoms or/and C60 molecules in order to reach smaller

stable forms.

Based on these observations, it can be summarised that deposition of too many

C60 molecules would result in the molecular trapping by stable structures and

formation of joined clusters. Whilst lack of C60 molecules, with respect to the size

of Au islands, can result in formation of open (ring) structures. Therefore, the

percentage of open and joined clusters can act as a measure to check if there are

enough fullerene molecules available on the surface or not.
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4.4.2 Formation of Clusters with C70 Molecules

For next part of the experiment C70 molecules were used to check if the rugby

ball shape of it can have any effect on the clusters formed. Samples have been

prepared using the same method as explained before, with Au being deposited at

110 K and C70 molecules at 150 K. This was then followed by slowly annealing it

to room temperature. Figure 4.8, shows an example of thermodynamically stable

structures observed.

As shown in this figure, all stable clusters formed with C60 are also observed with

C70 molecules. Figure 4.8B, shows a zoomed-in image of the part highlighted by

the blue square with a height profile along the white line. The apparent height of

fullerene molecules around step edges has been measured to be ∼ 0.9 nm. This

value indicates that molecules are “standing up” with their long axis perpendicular

to the surface. The graph also shows the central molecules to be ∼ 0.25 nm taller

than the surrounding ones; this suggests that the central molecule is on a Au island

with the same orientation, standing up. Then, the diameter of molecules parallel

to the surface is almost the same as C60 which allows us to apply the (C60)m-(Au)n

model for these clusters as well. This similarity can be confirmed using histogram

4.9, that shows the comparison of clusters formed at room temperature with same

coverage of Au (0.09 ML) and fullerene molecules (0.2 ML). In this graph blue

bars correspond to clusters formed with C60 molecules and the orange bars are

measurements obtained from C70 molecules.
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Figure 4.8: A) Stable structures formed at room temperature with 0.09 ML
Au and 0.21 ML of C70 molecules. 145.28 nm × 145.28 nm, V= -2.18 V, I=
0.05 nA. B) Zoomed in image of part highlighted by a blue square with height
profile along the white line are presented. Results agreed with molecules having

their long axis perpendicular to the surface.
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of cluster sizes for both fullerene molecules (C60 and
C70) with same coverage of Au (0.09 ML) and fullerene (0.2 ML) is shown.
Orange bars correspond to the results obtained with C70 molecules while blue
shows results of C60 molecules deposition. It can be seen that in both cases

ranges of clusters obtained are very comparable.

Here, since similar ratio of fullerenes to Au have been used, the percentage of

joined and open structures observed are also comparable. The formation and type

of such clusters are explained in more detail in the next sections.

4.4.3 Joined Clusters

It has been shown that, at low temperature, fullerene molecules tend to join step

edges of Au islands deposited on elbow sites. As fullerene coverage increases,

C60-Au clusters that are close to each other can join and form a joined structure.

Then, the only requirements for formation of such clusters are high fullerene cov-

erage and two or more closely spaced Au islands. Figure 4.10, shows the effect of

temperature on movement of fullerene molecules that resulted in the formation of

such structures.
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As shown in figure 4.10, initially the space between two Au islands in clusters

marked as “a” was filled by C70 molecules. The position of Au islands are high-

lighted by blue circles on this structure. A neighbouring cluster, “b”, was also

observed to have a large fullerene island around it. As the temperature increases,

extra C70 molecules that are not directly attached to the Au islands start to move.

If the fullerene islands formed around clusters is big enough then movement of

molecules can help in filling the gap between neighbouring structures, resulting in

the formation of a joined cluster. This can be seen from the image obtained at

266 K (image 4.10E). Increasing temperature further will then help molecules to

reach a thermodynamically stable close packed arrangement.

Figure 4.10: Changes observed in surface as temperature increases from 225
K to 273 K. As temperature increases, molecules on large clusters, marked as
“b”, can move around and get attached to neighbouring structures, marked as
“a”, to form joined clusters. Further increases in temperature would result in
the fullerene island forming the most thermodynamically favoured arrangement.

Joined structures can be divided into three groups: close packed fullerene islands

formed on fcc areas (group one), joined clusters formed of Au islands on the

same elbow type (group two), and finally formation of joined clusters with a ring

structure (group three). Example of each group is presented in figure 4.11.
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Group one are clusters that mainly form in places with larger fcc areas. This en-

largement in fcc sections are normally a result of surface defects. Clusters observed

on such areas do not change the reconstruction patterns and form a close packed

structure within the reconstruction boundaries.

Group two correspond to structures formed on closely spaced Au islands on one

elbow type. In this case fullerene molecules can pass over the reconstruction

pattern to join clusters. Joining molecules on same elbow type without disturbing

the reconstruction pattern is not a new phenomenon. A similar scenario has

been observed where deposition of trans-BCTBPP molecules at 63 K resulted in

formation of chains up to 100 nm in length [28]. However, our clusters show

joining of maximum three structures with coverages examined. Figure 4.11B,

shows examples of such clusters as well as the corresponding structural models.

In models presented here, each ball is a fullerene molecule, where yellow spheres

correspond to the ones sitting next to the step edges, reds are molecules on top of

Au islands and blues are extra fullerenes. It has been observed that such structures

require about 4 rows of molecules. The number of extra molecules can vary from

5 to 51 but in almost all cases at least four molecular rows have been observed.
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Figure 4.11: Different types of joined structures were observed on the surface.
In each case two contrasts are presented to highlight the structure and the
reconstruction pattern. Blue lines on images indicate the position of DLs. A)
An example of the closed pack fullerene structure with three Au islands. The
structure is formed within fcc area without disturbing the reconstruction lines.
Scan “B” shows example of two joined clusters close to each other with their
models. In each model yellow molecules are attached to the Au step edges, red
are molecules on top of the Au islands and blue are the extra molecules. In scan
“C” a joined cluster involving a ring structure is presented. Such clusters can
influence the reconstruction pattern as the Au island has tendency to grow and

expand fcc sections.

Final group, group three, are clusters with an open or ring structure involved, as

shown in figure 4.11C. In this case, the Au island in the ring structure can expand

towards fcc area and disturb the reconstruction pattern. If the island grows large

enough, reconstruction lines can also appear on the ring structure as well. In this
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case fullerene molecules, around the step edges, prefer the fcc sites that explains

the gaps in ring structures observed. In the example presented here this gap is

highlighted by a green dot.

So when the coverage of C60 with respect to Au is high then joined structures are

observed. But the probability of forming each type of structure is very dependent

on the coverage used. Over all, the least common type is group one ( Image 4.11A)

that requires surface defects to form and the most commonly observed structure,

for coverages examined, is group two (Image 4.11B). Formation of ring structures

requires high coverages of Au at the same time. In next section more details on

the ring structure will be provided.

4.4.4 Ring Structures

Open or ring structures are another type of clusters observed on the surface. Such

structures can form when the amount of fullerene molecules on an island is not

enough to reach a stable magic cluster. In this case molecules will only cover the

step edges to stabilise the structure up to room temperature and above (∼ 410

K).

Based on the Au islands formed, ring structures can be divided into three groups.

For smaller Au islands, structures observed are in fcc sections only. In this case the

shapes of structures are influenced by the reconstruction lines, as clusters do not

pass over them. For larger Au islands there are two possibilities: the Au island

can grow and part of surface that is now covered by the new Au atoms would

then relax to form fcc section. This results in modification of the reconstruction

lines to fit the new fcc areas. The other possibility is the growth of Au island

towards hcp sections with reconstruction lines passing over them. In this case,

fullerene molecules show preference for the fcc side of step edges, similar to the

ring structures observed in joined clusters.
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Disturbing the reconstruction pattern or expanding to hcp areas, can be explained

based on the type of Au step formed. Depending on the position of Au atoms de-

posited, reconstruction lines can pass over the step edges or make a turn. There-

fore, the shapes of clusters formed are dependent on the number of Au atoms and

fullerene molecules available as well as the position of the clusters. Figure 4.12,

shows three type of clusters explained with different colours. In this figure, differ-

ent contrasts of scan area have been used to make the clusters and reconstruction

lines more clear.

Figure 4.12: Scan obtained at room temperature showing three different types
of ring structures. Two different contrast are included to show the reconstruc-
tion pattern (A) and clusters (B) more clearly. Orange correspond to small Au
islands that can fit within the fcc regions. Blue are larger Au islands that do
not disturb the RLs but can expand to hcp areas. Finally, grey shows large Au
islands that have expanded the fcc regions and as a result modified the RLs.
In Image B values given next to each ring structure show the number of C60

molecules. 121 nm × 121 nm, V= -1.93 V, I= 0.05 nA.

In figure 4.12, clusters marked as orange are small ring structures formed on bulged

elbows. This can be surprising as (at low temperatures) the average size of Au

islands on these sites was shown to be greater than that of pinched elbows due to

the larger fcc areas available (in comparison to hcp sites). However, measurement
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of fcc areas on both elbow types has shown that on bulged elbows it is ∼ 1.2 nm

smaller than pinched elbows [126]. This explains the smaller size of structures

observed, compared to clusters formed on the same position of pinched elbows.

For ring structures formed on pinched elbows the average size of Au islands con-

fined in the fcc sites, grey islands, is ∼ 16 nm2 and for islands expanded towards

the hcp areas, marked as blue, is ∼ 14 nm2. This increase in size of Au islands,

compared to ∼ 7 nm2 measured right after deposition of atoms, is a result of un-

stable structures breaking down at higher temperatures. As it was mentioned, free

atoms can join existing islands and form even larger clusters or ring structures.

It should also be noted that at low temperature, almost all clusters were formed

on hcp sites of pinched elbows. However, ring structures shown in this scan are

located in fcc sections. It is expected that as temperature increases clusters would

move in the form of loosely bound groups from hcp to fcc areas [126].

In figure 4.12B, numbers next to each ring structure correspond to the number

of fullerene molecules involved. Table below shows percentage of ring clusters

observed in each categories out of 55 structures counted with the average number

of C60 molecules around it.

Small Close
Rings

Large Close
Rings on fcc

Large Rings
Expanded to

hcp
Percentage of clusters observed 58 % 26 % 16 %

Average number of C60 molecules 12 23 21

Table 4.1: Distribution of different ring structures and average fullerene
molecules decorating the step edges. In total 55 clusters were counted.

The most common type of clusters observed are the small Au islands formed at the

elbow sites that do not require atoms from other clusters. And the least common

structures are clusters expanded to hcp sites as they require higher number of Au

atoms. The average number of fullerene molecules observed also increases with

the size of Au islands that indicates more molecules are required to stabilise larger

Au island up to room temperature.
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In order to obtain higher percentage of larger ring structures, it is possible to

anneal the sample. Breaking and merging other structures can help in production

of large ring structures [126]. Another possibility is to deposit Au and fullerene

molecules at the same time at ∼ 180 K. Increasing deposition temperature would

result in formation of larger islands and ring structures on the surface. Atoms at

higher temperature would have enough kinetic energy to form larger Au islands

and clusters in a shorter time after reaching the surface.

Figure below shows ring structures formed from both methods recommended. Scan

4.13A is an example of a surface at room temperature after deposition of 0.04 ML

Au and 0.1 ML of C70 at 200 K with Au deposition being started one minute

earlier. As it can be seen, at room temperature, about 65 % of clusters are ring

structures.

Figure 4.13: Ring Structures formed at room temperature. A) 0.04 ML Au
atoms and 0.1 ML of C70 molecules were deposited at 200 K with Au being
deposited 1 minute earlier. 150.29 nm × 150.29 nm, V= -1.71 V, I= 0.04 nA.
B) Scan obtained after 15 minutes annealing of the sample covered with magic
clusters at 360 K. The coverage used for this surface was 0.08 ML Au deposited
at 110 K, surface was then annealed to 150 K for deposition of 0.2 ML of C70.

163.32 nm × 163.32 nm, V= -2.36 V, I= 0.05 nA.

Scan 4.13B, shows formation of large ring structures after annealing a sample
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covered with magic clusters for 15 minutes at 360 K. The coverage used was

0.09 ML Au deposited at 110 K, followed by deposition of 0.2 ML of C70 at 150

K. Sample was then slowly annealed to room temperature; an example of room

temperate scans is presented in figure 4.8. Only after confirmation of the clusters

sample was then annealed that resulted in formation of larger ring structures with

reconstruction lines on clusters.

As it was mentioned, formation of ring and joined structures can act as a reference

point to determine if the fullerene coverage was enough or not. But such side

products can also have potential in different applications. For example, the ring

structure observed is similar to the naturally existing Rhodospireillum photometric

rings that has photosynthetic properties [158]. The C60 and Au films are also

commonly used as building blocks of solar cells. Normally a polymer layer with

optical adsorption properties is used to generate bound excitons. Due to the

high electron transportation properties of fullerenes, excited electrons would move

quickly towards fullerene layers, which would then initiate the flow of current [159].

Being able to arrange fullerene molecules in a similar manner to photometric cells

can help to produce new devices with tunable properties [126].

4.5 Co-Deposition of Au and Fullerene Molecules

So far in all experimental results presented, Au atoms were initially deposited

and only after confirming the existence of Au islands, fullerene molecules were

added. This increased the chance of molecules finding existing islands step edges

and forming magic clusters. So, next step was to check the effect of depositing Au

and C70 at the same time. Scans below show results obtained after deposition at

low temperature as well as the surface at room temperature.
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Figure 4.14: Scans obtained from deposition of 0.04 ML Au and 0.2 ML C70

at 110 K (A) and room temperature (B). A) At 110 K, fullerene and Au atoms
are mixed rather than having C70 molecules around Au islands. 140.27 nm ×
140.27 nm, V= -1.89 V, I= 0.04 nA. B) Once sample reaches room temperature
normal magic cluster shapes can be observed. 148.29 nm × 148.29 nm, V=

-1.97 V, I= 0.04 nA.

Figure 4.14A, shows a surface at 110 K after deposition of Au and C70 almost at

the same time. In the previous method fullerene molecules are attached to step

edges of the Au island or sits on top of it at low temperatures. This resulted in

formation of uniform fullerene islands on elbow sites. However, here we have a

mixture of Au and C70 molecules. The inset in figure 4.14A, shows two examples

with Au atoms being trapped in fullerene islands. This opens opportunity of

forming magic clusters away from the elbow sites. If the flux is high enough then

molecules can join and form clusters before they reach elbow positions. Then,

density of structures obtained at room temperature can also increase.

Scan 4.14B, was obtained at room temperature, that shows all clusters being

formed off the elbow sites on the fcc regions with similar range of structures

obtained from the old method used. It can be concluded that “mixing” Au and

fullerene molecules at 110 K would give almost the same result as the step by

step deposition with higher probability of clusters being formed away from elbow
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sites. This requires the sample temperature being below 150 K. As explained in

earlier section, deposition of molecules at temperatures above 150 K will result in

formation of few extremely large clusters or ring structure.

4.6 Summary

After production of C60-Au magic clusters the next step was to study how we can

control the size of structures observed. This includes varying Au and fullerene

molecules coverage, temperature and delay in deposition time.

Results obtained have shown that Au coverage plays an important role in control-

ling the range of clusters observed on the surface. So as coverage increases a wider

range of structures can be formed. But controlling the size of Au island at each

elbow site is hard and producing a high percentage of one type of clusters can

be challenging. In order to improve this, the effect of temperature was analysed.

It was shown that by controlling temperature just below room temperature (∼

260 K), it is possible to produce a sample with more than 50 % of clusters being

(C60)7.

Fullerene coverage, with both C60 and C70 molecules, was the next parameter to

be examined. It has been shown that, if the amount of molecules deposited is

not enough then a higher percentage of open, also known as ring, structures are

observed. On the other hand, for high coverages joined clusters are more commonly

formed. These results were confirmed by both C60 and C70 molecules that indicated

ellipsoidal shape of C70 molecules doesn’t have any effect on structures formed.

Results obtained have suggested that C70 molecules tend to have their long axis

perpendicular to the surface. As a result, the diameter parallel to the surface is

comparable to that of the C60 molecules. This allows the same model of (C60)m-

(Au)n being applied to the clusters formed. Finally, it was shown that rather
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than step by step deposition of Au followed by fullerene molecules it is possible to

deposit both at the same time at low temperatures. This does not have any effect

on the range of structures observed but increase the probability of clusters being

formed away from elbow sites.

The next chapter will provide more detail on how we can control the position of

clusters formed as well as manipulating magic clusters by depositing more Au/C60

at low temperatures on stable structures.



Chapter 5

Manipulating Magic Clusters

5.1 Introduction

In chapter 4, different parameters that can have an effect on the range of clusters

observed were examined. In this chapter the main focus is on the manipulation

of the position and size of the clusters. The results presented here can be divided

into two sections. In the first part, a short description of the clusters’ position

with respect to the Au reconstruction pattern is provided. This is then followed

by a description of how the majority of structures are located on one elbow type.

In the second part of this chapter, the effect of further deposition of Au and C60

molecules at low temperature on the magic clusters is investigated.

5.2 Controlling the Position of Clusters

5.2.1 Position of Clusters at Room Temperature

The first step was to study the position of clusters with respect to the elbow

sites. Figure 5.1 shows the same area of a selection of structures observed at room

100
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temperature, using two different image contrasts to highlight the clusters and their

positions relative to the reconstruction pattern. In figure 5.1B, blue lines show the

central position of elbows in the reconstruction. Discontinuities in these lines are

due to the disturbance of the DLs and therefore a change in their pattern. As

explained in the previous chapter, the formation of rings or joined clusters can be

a reason for such changes. Based on these lines, it can be seen that the majority

of clusters are positioned with their centre of mass located at the elbow sites of

the reconstruction.

Figure 5.1: Different image contrast of the same area are presented to highlight
cluster’s size (A) and position (B). Blue lines in figure B, pass through the centre
of elbow sites, indicating that the majority of clusters are formed at central
position in fcc and hcp areas. Clusters positioned on hcp sites of pinched elbows
are highlighted by the blue circles. 121 nm × 121 nm, V= -1.93 V, I= 0.05 nA.

At low temperatures, both elbows are normally fully covered with Au and fullerene

islands. After reaching room temperature, as presented in figure 5.1, clusters have

shown to be preferentially located at bulged elbows. Since Au islands start to form

on type-x of elbows, the stability of structures formed on pinched and bulged can

be different. At bulged elbow sites, the formation of clusters starts from fcc areas,

which makes them to be more stable up to room temperature due to its larger

area and lower potential. This explains the higher coverage (on average 70 %) of
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clusters observed at these sites. However, at pinched elbow sites, structures have

been observed on both fcc and hcp areas. In this case, cluster formation starts

from the hcp areas, where type-x elbow is positioned. As the sample temperature

is increased, the clusters can overcome the DLs boundaries and move towards

fcc areas in the form of a loosely bound group, similar to the behaviour of ring

structures [126]. In figure 5.1, the clusters observed on hcp areas are highlighted

with blue circles.

Over all, clusters display preferential growth on fcc areas compared to hcp sites,

while forming on on top of the DLs, or crossing over them, is avoided.

5.2.2 Effect of Temperature on Au Islands

Efforts were made to control the self-organised growth of the clusters using the

surface reconstruction as a template. So far the elbow sites of the Au (111)

reconstruction pattern were responsible for growth of the clusters. The aim of

the following experiments was to check the possibility of arranging clusters on one

type of elbow, i.e. pinched or bulged, only.

It has already been shown that after the formation of magic clusters on the Au

surface, annealing it to about 350 K causes the clusters to migrate to the location

of the pinched elbows [128]. These elbows are known to have larger fcc areas,

which makes them more favourable for cluster growth. At this temperature, only

fully compact clusters or large Au islands with C60 molecules decorating their step

edges were observed. An example of this type of surface is shown in figure 5.2A,

where empty bulged elbows are highlighted by white boxes.

After demonstrating that clusters could be selectively organised on the pinched

elbows of the herringbone reconstruction, attempts were made to arrange the

structures on the bulged elbow sites. To do so, Au atoms were deposited at 115

K followed by heating of the sample to 180 K for at least 90 minutes. The sample
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Figure 5.2: A) 0.09 ML of Au atoms and 0.04 ML of C70 molecules were
deposited at low temperature. After confirmation of magic clusters at room
temperature, sample was annealed at about 350 K. This helped to migrate
the clusters to the pinched elbows. Empty bulged sites are indicated by white
rectangles. 163.32 nm × 163.32 nm, V= -2.36 V, I= 0.05 nA. B) Scan obtained
at 180 K after annealing a sample with 0.01 ML of Au atoms for 2 hours. The
Au islands have moved from the pinched to the bulged elbows. In this scan,
pinched elbows are highlighted by white boxes. 250.5 nm × 250.5 nm, V= -1.6

V, I= 0.05 nA.

was then cooled down to 150 K for deposition of fullerene molecules. This extra

annealing step results in almost all of Au islands formed on pinched elbow sites

to move. An example of this type of surface is shown in figure 5.2. In figure 5.2B,

deposition of 0.01 ML Au at 115 K was followed by annealing the sample at 180

K for two hours. This resulted in Au islands re-organising from pinched to bulged

elbows. In this image, the empty pinched elbows are highlighted by white boxes.

It has previously been explained that at low temperature, on pinched elbows, Au

islands are formed on hcp areas. By increasing the temperature to about 180

K it is possible to provide energy for these atoms to move away from the hcp

sites. During this time, atoms are expected to be removed from Au islands. Due

to the lower potential barrier for atoms to move from the hcp sites to the fcc

regions than the reverse action, a net flow of Au atoms to fcc area is obtained
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[160, 161]. However, the energy of them is not high enough to move freely on

the surface. In this case, reconstruction lines can act as barriers that guide the

atoms, towards neighbouring islands on bulged elbow sites. This was confirmed

by the constant coverage of the elbow sites (0.01 ML) before and after annealing.

The size distribution of islands was also measured and the results obtained are

presented in the histogram shown in figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Size distribution of Au islands on bulged elbows before (blue) and
after (red) annealing the surface for two hours at 180 K. Error on measurements

are due to the rounding of the values.

The results presented in figure 5.3 show a range of sizes obtained for Au islands

on bulged elbows. Based on this graph, before annealing the majority of the Au

islands consisted of ∼ 2.5 ± 0.5 nm2, while after annealing, the peak position has

shifted to ∼ 3.0 ± 0.5 nm2. The error on these values are estimated based on

the FWHM of the distributions. This indicates a 0.5 nm2 increase in the area

of islands on the bulged elbows after annealing. At this point the amount of Au

originating from islands on hcp areas is larger than the number of atoms lost from

the step edges of the islands located on fcc areas. Until the Au flux leaving the

edges of the fcc - located islands becomes comparable to the flux coming from

islands on hcp areas. Then the rate of re-attachment of Au atoms to islands on
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fcc areas equals rate of detachments. This has been confirmed by measuring the

average size of Au islands on bulged elbows after 350 minutes of annealing at 180

K. Results obtained are shown in figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Variation in average size of Au islands measured over fcc areas of
herringbone reconstruction as a function of annealing time at 180 K. Error bars

correspond to the standard deviation on measurements.

The variation in average islands size as a function of annealing time at 180 K is

presented in figure 5.4, and was obtained from a surface with 0.01 ML Au coverage.

The area measured at 0 min corresponds to the average island size at 115 K, before

annealing starts. Based on this graph, the average size of the Au islands linearly

increases with time up to 250 min of annealing. After that no major changes

were observed, indicating that the number of Au atoms gained by the islands is

comparable to the amount lost.

Being able to displace Au islands, opens up the opportunity to control the size

distribution of the clusters on the elbows sites. To do so, after each deposition,

the surface can be annealed so that Au islands move away from pinched elbows.

Repeating deposition and annealing steps would result in growth of Au islands on

bulged elbows, while after deposition alone small islands are observed on pinched
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Figure 5.5: Scan obtained after three depositions of 0.01 ML Au at 110 K fol-
lowed by annealing at 180 K for two hours after the first and second depositions.

253.49 nm × 253.49 nm, V= -1.93 V, I= 0.05 nA.

elbow sites. Figure 5.5 shows an example of the type of surface obtained after 2

steps of deposition and annealing at 180 K for 2 hours. During each deposition

0.01 ML Au was deposited onto the surface at 110 K and after each annealing

step individual islands on bulged elbow receive about 7 Au atoms. Finally, an

additional Au coverage (0.01 ML) was deposited on the surface.

It also worth noting in figure 5.5 that there are Au islands on pinched elbows,

locating on fcc sites rather than hcp areas where they are expected. At these

positions the Au atoms have gained energy and moved away from hcp areas but

they have formed stable islands before reaching other elbow sites. Such clusters

can also be viewed as a by-product of the annealing process. The histogram shown

in figure 5.6 shows the distribution of Au atoms on pinched and bulged elbows

after three cycles of deposition and annealing.
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of Au atoms on pinched and bulged elbows are pre-
sented. The results obtained show that the average size of Au islands on bulged

elbow is ∼ 3 times larger than islands formed on pinched elbows.

It can be seen from this analysis that the average size of the Au islands on bulged

elbows (4.6± 1.9 nm2) is almost three times larger than the size of those on pinched

elbows (1.4 ± 1.0 nm2). The error on these values correspond to the standard

deviation on measurements. The average values obtained are in agreement with

general evidence presented in figure 5.5.

So by depositing Au atoms at low temperature and annealing surface at 180 K,

it is possible to control the size as well as position of Au islands. The ability to

control the position of Au on a solid surface can be useful in production of Au

nano-materials such as optical sensors [162]. Since the Au islands are the building

blocks of the magic clusters, this method can help to control the clusters formed

too. More information on formation of clusters is provided in next section.

5.2.3 Formation of Clusters on Bulged Elbow

As mentioned, Au islands is a major building block in defining the size and position

of magic clusters. To prepare magic clusters away from pinched elbows, 0.01 ML of
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Figure 5.7: A) After annealing 0.01 ML Au on the reconstructed Au (111)
surface for 2 hours at 180 K, 0.1 ML of C60 molecules were deposited at 150 K.
The STM image shows the formation of fullerene islands on the bulged elbows at
150 K. 150 nm × 150 nm, V= -2.5 V, I= 0.05 nA. The surface is then annealed
to RT where most of the clusters (86%) are on bulged elbows as highlighted by
the blue arrows. Some of the clusters formed are shown in top right hand side
inset corresponding to the area marked by the blue box. 189 nm ×189 nm, V=

-2.14 V, I= 0.05 nA.

Au was deposited onto the reconstructed Au (111) surface at 110 K and annealed

at 180 K for 2 hours to reorganise the Au islands selectively on to bulged elbow

sites. 0.1 ML of C60 molecules were then deposited at 150 K. The resulting surface

is shown in figure 5.7A. Although fullerene islands are observed on some of the

pinched elbows, the majority of C60 molecules have formed islands around the Au

step edges on bulged elbows. The sample’s temperature is then gradually increased

to room temperature in order to form thermodynamically stable structures. Figure

5.7B shows the resulting magic clusters observed at room temperature, where 86%

of them are located on bulged elbows highlighted by the blue arrows. In this scan,

the extra fullerene molecules have decorated the step edges.

After confirming the formation of magic clusters, the size distribution of the ob-

served structures was analysed. The histogram in figure 5.8 shows that the range

of clusters obtained is very similar to the pattern observed in chapter 4 (figure 4.3)
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for low coverages. Since the amount of Au deposited on the surface is very small,

the range of structures obtained has not changed. Similarly, the highest coverage

of clusters observed was (C60)7 with a decrease in the number of structures as their

size increases.

Figure 5.8: Range of clusters observed at room temperature with 0.01 ML Au
and 0.1 ML fullerene coverage.

To summarise it is possible to organise almost all of clusters on bulged elbow

sites by adding an annealing step before the deposition of the fullerene. The same

procedure can also be employed to control the size of the structures on the surface.

This requires a few steps of deposition and annealing and then a final step of Au

deposition before adding the fullerene molecules to the surface.

5.3 Addition of Au Atoms to Stable Structures

at LT

As for the next part of project, stable clusters were manipulated by adding Au

atoms at low temperature. This allows to investigate how the magic clusters

interact and transform in the presence of extra atoms. In order to do so, magic
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clusters formed on the Au (111) surface were cooled down to 115 K prior to

deposition of more Au atoms. Figure 5.9 shows an example of scan areas with

an additional 0.03 ML Au deposited on the fullerene dosed surface. As shown

in figure 5.9A, elbows with no clusters have been decorated with monolayer Au

islands. This is confirmed by the height profile (shown in 5.9B) obtained between

the blue arrows in figure 5.9A.

Figure 5.9C shows another scan area where the attachment of Au to the (C60)m-

(Au)n clusters can be seen more clearly. There are three ways that Au atoms can

interact with the magic clusters. In the first case, Au islands attach to one side

of the (C60)m-(Au)n structure, next to fullerene molecules, without modifying the

structure of the magic clusters. Examples of such clusters are highlighted in figure

5.9C by blue circles. In the second case, indicated by yellow circles, Au atoms

deposited have reached the central island and resulted in opening of the clusters.

Finally, it is possible for both scenarios to take place on a cluster, examples of

such scenarios are highlighted with purple circles. In this case, on one side, Au

atoms have formed islands next to the fullerene molecules and on the other side,

atoms have reached the exciting Au island.

These structures are only observed at low temperatures, as the temperature is

increased the Au and fullerene molecules tend to mix and arrive at a stable form.

At higher temperatures, extra Au atoms can diffuse onto the central islands. If

there are enough fullerene molecules available, or there have been captured during

the annealing process, then larger stable clusters can be observed. Otherwise,

molecules on top of the island will move down to be attached to the lower step

edges of the structures where the bonding is stronger. This results in the formation

of ring structures. The process involved is shown in figure 5.10 below.

In figure 5.10, at 115 K, two (C60)7 and one (C60)10 structures are observed, which

have opened up. Since such structures are not stable at room temperature and

are only observed after deposition of the Au atoms, it can be concluded that it
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Figure 5.9: A) 0.03 ML of Au atoms were deposited at 115 K onto a surface
covered with magic clusters that resulted in the formation of islands on empty
elbows as well as attaching to existing clusters. B) Height profile between the
blue arrows indicated in the previous image, showing that the islands between
the magic clusters are monolayer high Au islands. 200 nm × 200 nm, V= -
1.89 V, I= 0.05 nA. C) Another scan area that shows clearly how extra Au
atoms are attached to clusters. This can be divided into three groups: blue
circles highlight Au islands being formed on one side of the structures, yellow
circles highlight cases where Au atoms are deposited on top of magic clusters,
while purple circles indicate a combination of both scenarios. Zoom in image of
some examples are shown on the right hand side. White arrows in these images
correspond to the position of Au islands next to the clusters. 100 nm × 61.3

nm, V= -1.97 V, I= 0.05 nA.
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Figure 5.10: Clusters with extra Au atoms deposited at LT were imaged from
115 K up to 279 K, showing how the structures have opened and formed ring
patterns. On empty elbows Au islands can be observed which are indicated
by blue arrows. These islands are stable up to about 260 K, after which they

decompose and join existing structures.

is an effect of extra Au atoms merging into the central Au islands. Based on the

grouping explained before, such structures, agree with the second type suggested.

As the temperature increases, fullerene molecules on top of the Au islands come

down to join the step edges where the bonding is stronger. At 270 K, cluster

1, lost 3 of its fullerene molecules and the neighbouring structure gained another

9, leaving it with 16 molecules in total. This was expected as molecules from

other broken clusters have enough energy to move freely on the surface until they

reach and attach to other structures. However, since the resultant cluster has not

reached the thermodynamically stable form, when the temperature was increased
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to 290 K, it opened up to form a ring structure. The other point noticed was the

growth of Au island sizes from 115 K to 279 K.

Apart from clusters, at 115 K, single layer Au islands were observed on empty

elbow sites as highlighted by the blue arrows in figure 5.10. At higher tempera-

tures, atoms in Au islands that do not have fullerene molecules attached around

their steps gain enough energy to overcome the surface potential at elbow sites.

As a result, at about 240 K, Au islands start to disappear from their positions.

The resulting free atoms on the surface can then be captured by open structures,

helping to increase their size or reach step edges. The change in the size of the Au

islands with respect to temperature (for clusters 1 and 2 in figure 5.10) is shown

in figure 5.11 below.

Figure 5.11: Variation in Au island size (measured from two clusters labelled
in figure 5.10) with respect to the temperature. The error bars are based on

standard deviation of measurements.

Based on graph 5.11, the Au island sizes measured from cluster 1 and 2 were

initially comparable since they were both (C60)7-(Au)19. As the temperature was

increased, the Au island size also increased. However, above 230 K, the rate of

change in cluster size tended to grow. This can be explained by the release of Au

atoms from empty elbow sites that join the ring structures.
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It is also worth noting that C60 molecules start to move around on the surface

from 190 K while Au islands are stable up to ∼ 250 K. The greater stability of the

Au islands make production of new clusters possible. So apart from formation of

ring structures, subsequent deposition of Au atoms can also result in enlargement

of existing clusters or creation of new ones. An example of cluster enlargement is

shown in figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12: The effect of increasing temperature on stable (C60)m-(Au)n
clusters after deposition of Au atoms is examined. A (C60)19 cluster with two
extra C60 molecules, shown by the white arrow, has grown to a (C60)21 as a
result of extra Au atoms available on the surface. On the right hand side of each
image a model for the cluster is presented, where yellow molecules correspond
to atoms sitting around the Au island step edges, red are molecules positioned

on top of the Au islands and blue are extra molecules.

Figure 5.12 shows an example of a cluster growing in size as a result of Au de-

position at low temperature followed by slowly increasing the temperature to RT.

In this case, the cluster of interest is indicated by a white arrow and the model

next to it shows its structure. In the model provided, yellow spheres denote C60

molecules attached at step edges, while red ones denote molecules on top of the Au

island and blue spheres denote extra molecules around the cluster. At 115 K, gold
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atoms are sitting next to the fullerene molecules. As the temperature is increased

to 185 K, extra Au atoms join the existing island at the centre of cluster. As a

result of this, the number of C60 molecules on top of the Au island increases from

7 to 9 molecules. However, there are not enough molecules available to form a

stable cluster. Therefore, C60 molecules are free to move around the structure un-

til the temperature reaches 247 K whereupon two of molecules have moved down

and joined the step edges of the Au island. At this point their binding is strong

enough to minimise the probability of molecules moving back on top of the island.

By increasing the temperature further, molecules and atoms can move around the

structure until they reach the thermodynamically stable form of (C60)8. Movement

of molecules observed after 247 K could be due to the Au island losing some of

its atoms while the temperature is increasing. However, STM doesn’t provide any

information regarding the underlying Au, so confirming it is not possible.

In order to have a better understanding of the overall effect of the deposited Au

atoms on the range of clusters formed, a sample of 300 clusters were counted

before and after deposition. The graph shown in figure 5.13 summarise the results

obtained.

Figure 5.13: Comparison between ranges of clusters formed on the surface at
room temperature, before and after deposition of Au atoms.
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As expected, the number of open structures observed has increased. This could be

due to opening of stable clusters as shown in figure 5.10, which coincides with the

reduction observed in most sizes of stable structures. Another change observed is

the increase in clusters with more than 16 fullerene molecules, > (C60)16. This is

a result of Au atoms being successfully added to a cluster and increasing its size,

like the example shown in figure 5.12. It is also possible for the Au islands formed

on empty elbows to capture fullerene molecules and form a stable structure. Since

the amount of Au deposited is very small (0.03 ML), most of the clusters formed

are expected to be (C60)7-(Au)19. This explains the increase in the population of

these clusters after deposition of Au atoms.

5.4 Addition of C60 Molecules to Stable Struc-

tures at LT

The effect of depositing C60 molecules on stable structures at low temperature was

also examined. As described in the previous section, a sample with a high coverage

of C60-Au magic clusters was prepared and cooled down to 115 K for deposition

of fullerene molecules. Figure 5.14 shows a surface at 115 K after depositing 0.07

ML of C60 molecules. It can be seen that a few elbows have been decorated with

a single C60 molecule (as marked by white arrows), but in most cases fullerene

molecules have decorated pre-existing structures. On average each cluster has 7

extra fullerene molecules around it. Table 5.1 shows how many extra fullerene

molecules have been attached to each cluster with their average values. These

molecules are arranged along the fullerene R30◦ close pack directions.

As the temperature is increased extra molecules around the edges start to move

away from clusters. By 250 K about 70 % of the clusters have lost their extra

molecules. These free molecules can then be captured by other clusters and form
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Figure 5.14: Scan obtained at 110 K after deposition of 0.07 ML of C60

onto stable (C60)m- (Au)n structures. Almost all of the fullerene molecules
deposited have joined and extended islands around magic clusters. A few single
fullerene molecules have been captured by elbow sites, one of these molecules is

highlighted by the arrow. 119 nm × 119 nm, V= -2.27 V, I= 0.05 nA.

Table 5.1: Number of extra C60 molecules counted on different structures with
their average values are presented. On the right hand side of table two examples
with their models are shown, where red spheres represent C60 molecules sitting
on top of Au islands, yellow sphere are molecules positioned next to the step

edges and blue spheres are additional molecules.
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Figure 5.15: Size distribution of clusters before and after deposition of C60

molecules at 110 K. Results obtained suggest no major changes.

joined structures. To check the overall behaviour, a sample of 300 clusters were

counted before and after the deposition of fullerene on the surface. The results

obtained are presented in figure 5.15. As can be seen, there is not a significant

difference in the cluster population before and after deposition. This indicates

that the extra fullerene molecules do not play a major role in defining the size of

the clusters. As shown earlier, the amount of Au deposited is the main parameter

in defining their sizes.

5.5 Summary

By studying the position of the clusters under various deposition and annealing

scenarios it has been shown that both types of elbows can be accommodated by

structures. Based on earlier works, annealing the sample to 350 K can help to

move structures from bulged to pinched elbows where the fcc areas of the surface

reconstruction is larger. The challenge was to find conditions where the structures

were organised on bulged elbows only. Here it is shown that after deposition of Au

atoms at 110 K and annealing them at 180 K, atoms would have enough kinetic
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energy to move from hcp to fcc sites. Heating the sample for 2 hours at 180 K

results in almost complete removal of pinched islands. The resulting atoms can

be combined with the existing structures on bulged elbows. This was confirmed

by measuring the area of islands before and after annealing, which showed an

increase of ∼ 0.5 nm2 . The measured size of the islands tends to increase up to

250 minutes of annealing, after which no major change in cluster size was detected.

At this point the amount of Au atoms lost by islands is comparable to the amount

gained by them. Once formation of structures on bulged elbows was confirmed,

deposition of fullerene molecules at 150 K can help to produce clusters at these

sites only. It is also possible to deposit more Au atoms after annealing the surface.

Repeating these cycles can help in controlling the size of Au islands as well as the

range of (C60)m-(Au)n clusters obtained on elbows.

To understand the effect of Au on cluster growth, Au atoms were deposited on

the stable structures at 110 K. Extra atoms on the surface can form islands next

to the existing clusters or join their central Au island to open up the structures.

It is also possible to have both cases occur on the same cluster. By increasing the

temperature, the structures can open up to form a ring or adsorb free fullerene

molecules and reach a larger magic cluster size. The other observation made at

110 K, was the formation of Au islands on empty elbow sites. These islands can

also adsorb free C60 molecules to form new stable structures .

Finally, the effect of depositing additional fullerene molecules at low temperature

on stable clusters was investigated. The results obtained showed that most of

the fullerene molecules reach and form islands around the magic clusters. These

fullerene molecules are not attached to the Au step edges; instead they are bonded

to other fullerene molecules through vdW interaction. Therefore, increasing the

temperature can result in the removal of extra molecules on more than 70 % of

clusters by 250 K. These results agree with earlier findings that identified Au island

area as being the main parameter in defining (C60)m-(Au)n cluster sizes.
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Sputtering of C60/Au surface

6.1 Introduction

Fullerenes and especially C60 molecules have been extensively investigated due

to their wide range of applications. Some of these studies focused on altering the

properties of the molecules using different techniques such as sputtering. Studies of

the sputtering and fragmentation of molecules helped to answer question regarding

stability [163] and possible modification of their properties during the production

of new structures [164]. In most of these experiments molecules were bombarded

in the gas phase. Here we have studied the effect of low ion energy sputtering of

C60 supported on Au (111) surface, after looking at effects of sputtering on bare

gold surfaces.

6.2 Sputtering of Au Surface

There has been a range of sputtering investigations on the Au (111) surface. One

of the earliest works was performed by D. Cherns [154], where an Au foil was

sputtered by 1 MeV electrons in a transmission electron microscope (TEM). They

120
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studied the etch pits formed and their movement towards step-down edges by

annealing the surface up to 450 K. Since then, effect of sputtering by different

beams from Au clusters [165] to noble gases [140, 166] on Au (111) surfaces have

been investigated. One of the most commonly used gases is argon. Ar ion beams

with energy of a few eV to tens of keV are used for patterning, cleaning or depth

profiling of surfaces [129]. Here, the results obtained from analysing the Au surface

after sputtering for 10 second at different beam energies (between 700 eV to 1200

eV) are presented.

The sputtering procedure was as follows; the sample was placed on a manipulator

that was then rotated away from the ion source. Once the pressure inside the

chamber reached ∼ 8 ×10−6 mbar, which was the nominal pressure for operating

the ion source, the sample was then rotated towards the Ar gun for 10 seconds.

During this time sputtering current was also recorded. Figure 6.1, shows an ex-

ample of the Au (111) surface after being bombarded by Ar ion beam with energy

of 700 eV and 1200 eV. The current density during sputtering was 20 µA/cm2.

In figure 6.1A, monolayer etch pits of various sizes are observed. This is confirmed

by the height profile across the blue line. You might note that room temperature

is sufficient to anneal out the damage caused by the sputtering, resulting in the

hexagonal etch pits. The structures formed are bounded by two kinds of steps; they

can show {111} or {100} facets when moving on the surface. Due to the difference

in formation energy of them, pits observed may not have perfect hexagon structures

[133]. As explained previously, steps with {111} facets have lower energy due to

their higher atomic density which makes it the dominate type that is formed [56].

The size distribution of the etch pits was measured to characterise the effect of

the beam energy on the surface. It has already been shown that sputtering at

very low ion doses creates etch pits with relatively uniform size distributions. As

ion dose increases formation of new holes starts to compete with the removal of

Au atoms from existing ones, and so a wider range of structures will be obtained
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Figure 6.1: A) Surface after being sputtered with 700 eV beam for 10 seconds
at room temperature. 88.3 nm × 88.3 nm, V= -1.58 V, I= 0.05 nA. B) After
increasing the ion beam energy to 1200 eV, the surface layer is almost completely
removed and sputtering of the third layer was observed. 72.6 nm × 72.6 nm, V=
-2.09 V, I= 0.04 nA. On the right hand side the height profiles corresponding

to the blue lines in each image are presented.
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[167]. Figure 6.2, shows a histogram of the size distribution of monolayer etch pits

obtained using two different beam energies.

Figure 6.2: Histogram of pits areas at beam energies of 700 eV (blue bars)
and 1000 eV (orange bars).

Based on this histogram, for a beam with energy of 700 eV (blue bars), the number

of etch pits observed decreases as their average size increases. Once the energy

raised to 1000 eV (orange bars) a wider range of size distribution was obtained.

Also, the position of the peak has changed from 1-5 nm 2 to 10-15 nm 2 that

indicate an increase in mean size of the vacancy islands too. This pattern agrees

with observation of larger and more polydisperse structures at higher energies due

to the coalescence of smaller pits [167].

Further increasing the sputtering energy, results in the removal of even more ma-

terial from the surface; as well as formation of multi-layer pits. Figure 6.1B is an

example of a surface after being bombard with Ar ion beam of 1200 eV energy. On

the right hand side, graph corresponding to the blue line is presented that agrees

with the sputtering of third layer at 1200 eV.
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Creation of pits can also have an effect on the reconstruction patterns. Figure

6.1A, shows an example of DLs being affected by sputtering as a result of the

break up in the uni-axial nature of the surface strain. During sputtering one

or a few atoms are removed from the surface. This is done independently from

the reconstruction pattern. As the pits join and form larger stable holes, the

reconstruction pattern is modified due to changes in surface strains. In figure

6.1B, the step density have substantially increased and correspondingly reduced

the average terrace width between steps. Relaxation along the steps allows the

surface stress to be lifted so that reconstruction doesn’t form [55].

In order to have a better comparison, the average area of the holes formed on

the surface, as well as the total area removed as a function of Ar beam energy

was measured and the results are presented in figure 6.3. Orange data points

correspond to the surface area removed that agrees with more gold atoms being

detached at higher energies as observed from scan areas. Data points presented in

blue show the average area of the etch pits formed at each energy with error bars

on these points being the standard deviation of average values. The results show

that although initially the average value has not increased much, a wider range of

structures are formed that resulted in the larger errors bars.
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Figure 6.3: Percentage of area removed as well as average area of pits are
presented with orange and blue respectively. As energy increases, the amount
of Au sputtered from surface as well as the area of pits formed increases. Error
bars obtained are based on the standard deviation of values measured from

different scan areas.

In graph 6.3, 1 keV was chosen as the upper limit. Above this value, it is not

possible to identify the original terraces and step edges on the surface. From the

observed changes in surface morphology, it was possible to calculate the sputtering

yield.

6.2.1 Sputtering Yield Calculation

The modified Bohdansky equation introduced earlier was used to estimate the

sputtering yield. Based on the atomic charge and masses of the argon and gold

as well as the binding energy of the Au atoms (3.8 eV [168]) the sputtering yield

curve versus energy was plotted in Mathlab. As mentioned earlier, the parameter

“Q” in this equation is used to fit the curve to the data obtained. In order to do

so, the results for a range of different sputter energies were plotted and the value

of “Q” was selected as 30 to fit the curve to the data points. Figure 6.4 shows the

estimate curve.
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Figure 6.4: Different colours correspond to the data obtained from Ar ion
sputtering of Au (111) at different energies by different groups. Results indicated
by orange pluses are from [169], blue stars are from [170], green crosses are from

[132], purple diamonds are from [171] and yellow squares are from [172].

The data points presented in this figure were reported by different groups [132,

169–172]. Once the graph was plotted sputter yield values for the energies used in

this report can be estimated. Figure 6.5 shows the zoomed in section of interest

where the values of the sputtering yield for the energy ranges examined is about

2.7-3.7 Au atoms per Ar ion.

The sputtering yield can also be estimated based on the sputtering parameters

used. By knowing the current (I= 10 µA) and sputtering time (t= 5 s), the

total charge used can be calculated (q = I.t). Dividing this value by charge of

an electron will give the total number of Ar ions incident on the surface. For a

sample with size of (1.0 × 0.5) cm, the total number of gold atoms removed by

each argon ion was estimated to be about 4 atoms. This value is also in agreement

with results obtained from the curve. The code used for plotting figure 6.4 is

presented in the appendix B.
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Figure 6.5: Sputtering yields for the energy values used in this study from the
fitted curve in figure 6.4.

6.3 Sputtering of C60 on Au

After examining the effect of sputter damages on the Au (111) surface, the sput-

tering of C60 islands on the surface was studied. To do so, a sample was prepared

by deposition of 0.4 ML of C60 molecules on the Au (111) surface at RT. Dur-

ing deposition, the evaporators temperature was set to about 410 ◦C with a base

pressure of ∼3×10−8 mbar. Having partial coverages of C60 on the surface allows

the height of molecules to be measured and compared. Examples of the surface

obtained, after C60 deposition, are shown in figure 6.6 with the close pack direction

of the C60 islands highlighted in the image.

Once formation of islands on the surface was confirmed, the sample was placed

on the manipulator and Ar sputtered for 5 second with beam energy of 1 keV.

This energy was chosen to produce the damage to the surface layer of the Au as

well as the fullerene molecules without completely destroying them. The total

destruction of the fullerene molecules in the gas phase has been shown to require

a few hundreds of keV, so at this energy slight damage to some of the molecules is

expected [173]. Figure 6.6B shows a scan of the surface obtained after sputtering.
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Figure 6.6: A) Formation of different C60 islands on the Au (111) surface,
with their close pack directions marked. 120.62 nm × 120.62 nm, V= -1.37 V,
I= 0.05 nA. B) Scan obtained after Ar ion sputtering of the surface with a beam
energy of 1 keV for 5 seconds. In figure B, area marked as “F” shows the top
layer of gold surface, “S” is the second layer, “C” and “D” are the C60 islands
formed on the upper and the lower side of the step edge respectively. 227.62

nm × 227.62 nm, V= -2.6 V, I= 0.05 nA.

In this scan, the area marked as “s” represents the top Au layer while “F” indicates

the second layer that has become apparent as a result of partial removal of the

surface. From different scans obtained the total area removed was estimated to

be about 28 % of the surface. Other areas marked in this image are “C” and “D”,

which correspond to the C60 islands on the upper and lower sides of step edges

respectively. In the observed islands, the brighter points are believed to be the

broken fullerene molecules. This change in contrast is a result of the higher LDOS

measured by the tip over open molecules. Apart from the electronic properties,

the contrast can also be physical height difference measured over the molecules

fragments on the surface.

On average each C60 molecule can be targeted by two ions that can interact with

the molecules or pass in between them to reach the Au surface. The ions can

damage molecules in two different ways: the direct nuclear collision or by changing

the electronic structures of the molecules which can result in coulomb explosion.
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In the present case, the most common type of fragmentation is expected to be the

direct collision as the electronic mechanism is less efficient in thin films [174].

Roughening of the C60 island edges was another effect of sputtering. At this stage

three possible scenarios can be considered. It could be a result of changes in the

under layer Au or local annealing of the surface due to the energy transferred that

results in molecules on edges to move away and join other islands. Finally it can

be explained as trapping of the molecules between the broken C60 cages. After

sputtering, random distribution of the damaged molecules was observed. Due to

the existence of dangling bonds in these molecules, formation of stronger bonding

with the Au surface or other broken cages are possible. Limitation in movement

of linked fullerene cages, like C120, was previously reported [175]. In this case,

movement of damaged C60 cages on the surface is expected to be limited and any

C60 molecules trapped between them cannot move freely either.

Figure 6.7: A) After sputtering the C60/Au (111) surface, fullerene islands
were roughened. 157.3 nm × 157.3 nm, V= -2.6 V, I= 0.05 nA. B) Carbon
islands were also formed on the surface from breaking of molecules. An example
of this is highlighted by blue arrows in the zoomed in section. C) Graph C shows
the height profile across the green line. The height measured (∼ 0.14 nm) agrees

with the expected value for the diameter of the carbon atoms 0.15 nm [76]).
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After sputtering, small islands and atoms have been observed on the surface and at

the step edges of Au. From 6.7C, the height of these features was measured to be

∼ 0.14 nm, which agrees with the value expected for the diameter of carbon atoms

(0.15 Å [76]). So, it can be concluded that these islands are carbon fragments of

broken C60 molecules. Examples of these atoms are highlighted by blue arrows in

figure 6.7B.

6.3.1 Annealing Sample

In order to examine the effects of temperature on the surface, the sample was

annealed in the STM stage by resistive heating using PBN plate of the holder.

During preparation the resistance of the sample holder was measured to be 7.2 Ω

before being inserted into the chamber. Using this value and a calibration curve

of power versus temperature provided by the manufacture, the current required

to reach the desired temperature was estimated. The STM allows for resistive

heating to temperature of up to 750 K while scanning. In order to avoid possible

damage, the sample was only annealed up to 700 K during scans. For higher

temperatures, the manipulator was used for heating the sample before placing it

into the STM to be scanned.

The first signs of change in the surface topography were observed at ∼ 350 K

where the etch pits start to join. Examples of scans at higher temperatures are

shown in figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: A) The sputtered C60 on Au (111) sample was annealed on STM
stage at 355 K. At this temperature, etch pits in the Au surface start to merge
and grow in size. 72 nm × 72 nm, V= -2.05 V, I= 0.03 nA. B) The temperature
was then slowly increased further to 573 K. At this temperature all smaller holes

on the surface have coalesced. 103 nm × 103 nm, V= -1.28 V, I= 0.05 nA.

Figure 6.8A shows the sample at a temperature of 355 K. The average area of

the etch pits has increased (58 ± 28 nm2 ) in comparison to the pits formed

after sputtering the surface at room temperature (34 ± 29 nm2 ). The error was

calculated from the standard deviations on the measurements made. Vacancies

at this temperature tend to have a more uniform size distribution as indicated by

the smaller percentage error measured for each value.

A further increase in temperature provides enough energy for the etch pits to

completely join and form terraces. An example of this is shown in figure 6.8B,

which was obtained at 573 K. The temperature was then further increased to help

the Au surface fully heal. Examples of surface areas at higher temperatures (620

K and 720 K) are shown in figure 6.9.

In figure 6.9A, the area marked with red circle shows an open section. Such areas

are created due to the step edges being passivated with carbon atoms. In order
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to remove these holes, higher temperature or a longer annealing time is required.

In contrast, the scans reveal that the C60 islands have not changed much during

the annealing process. However, some carbon atoms on the surface have joined to

form islands. A carbon island is shown in figure 6.9A by the blue circle. Formation

of carbon dendritic islands on Au (111) surface was reported by S. Nie at al [176].

However to obtain a graphene layer sample should be annealed at about 950 ◦C.

The height of island observed in figure 6.9A was measured to be ∼ 0.2 nm. This

confirms that structures obtained are not graphene but are rather formed from

joining of carbon fragments.

Figure 6.9: Scan A shows an area of the surface after being annealed to 620
K. The red circle in this image shows an uncovered section of the surface that
has been passivated by carbon atoms, while blue circle shows a carbon island
formed by the coalescence of C60 fragments. 91.04 nm × 91.04 nm, V= -1.5 V
I= 0.03 nA. B) Further annealing to 720 K for 15 minutes results in full recovery

of the surface. 98.39 nm × 98.39 nm, V= -1.6 V, I= 0.05 nA.

Finally, the sample was annealed to 723 K. As this temperature is very close to

the maximum value allowed for resistive heating in the STM stage (750 K); the

process was done on the manipulator. After annealing the sample was left to cool

down to room temperature before being placed in the STM stage for scanning.

In figure 6.9B the sample was annealed to 723 K for 15 minutes which resulted
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in complete recovery of the surface. However, no major changes in C60 islands

were observed. On average, before annealing, each island was formed of 1440 C60

molecules; this is very close to the 1190 molecules measured for the average size of

islands after annealing. It was also noted that, after annealing the sample, island

edges remained rough. This agrees with formation of stronger bonds between

broken molecules and trapping of undamaged ones. The arrangement of molecules

doesn’t show any difference too. In order to have better comparison, height of

molecules was measured and compared. Discussion of these results are presented

in the next section.

6.3.2 Structure of Fullerene Islands

The height of 450 molecules from different parts of the sample was measured

with respect to the gold surface. Data obtained before and after annealing was

compared to check the effect of temperature on the structures formed. The results

are presented in figure 6.10. Based on these results, majority of molecules were

measured to be about 0.7 nm - 0.8 nm tall both before and after annealing. These

values are in agreement with the known height of C60 molecules on Au surfaces

[20], indicating that most of fullerene molecules have not been damaged. However,

after annealing a small reduction in the number of islands with 0.7 nm heights was

detected. This can be due to the movement of molecules outside the scan area

or removal of molecules from the surface as it is very close to the C60 desorption

temperature.

As previously mentioned, the height of objects measured with STM may not cor-

respond to their geometrical structure; it can also be due to a higher LDOS. So

molecules that appear taller than normal are expected to be damaged and open

cages. On the other hand, structures much smaller than the fullerene cages were

also observed. Such structures can be carbon fragments formed on the surface.
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Figure 6.10: Height of 450 C60 molecules was measured before (A) and after
(B) annealing the sample to 723 K.

Overall the histogram pattern has not changed during the annealing process which

means no structural ordering has formed on the surface as a result of the increase

in temperature. Reinkoster et al [173] have studied the fragmentation of C60

molecules after being bombarded with Ar ion beams at different energies using a

time of flight (TOF) mass spectrometer in gas phase. The results obtained for a

1.5 keV beam are shown in figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: Time of flight (TOF) mass spectrometer data obtained at two
different beam energies. A) Data obtained from the collision of the fullerene
with a 1.5 keV Ar+ beam. B) Higher beam energy of 900 keV was also used to

sputter fullerene molecules [173].

In the present experiment, molecules are bonded to a surface, which can influence

their fragmentation. However, based on the results presented in figure 6.11A, an

Ar ion beam with 1.5 keV energy can produce a wide range of fragments. But

defining what types of structures have been formed on the surface, using STM

scans, is hard and requires further investigation. In order to have more uniform

fragments, higher beam energies can be used. This would result in the formation

of many small clusters on the surface as shown in figure 6.11B with 900 keV.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter results obtained from sputtering of Au (111) surface as well as C60

islands on Au (111) was studied. Ar ion beams at different energies from 700 eV to
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1200 eV were used to sputter the sample for 10 seconds. For beams with relatively

lower energy, wide range of hole sizes is observed on the surface. At these energies

reconstruction lines are still visible on the remaining terraces but are modified due

to the presence of the etch pits. As the energy was increased to 1200 eV, larger

surface deformations were obtained that helped the surface to relax and remove

the DLs. Sputtering at these energies resulted in uncovering areas of the third

layer.

Further experiments were carried out with a sample covered by 0.4 ML coverage

of C60 molecules. An Ar ion beam of 1000 eV energy was used to sputter this

sample for 5 seconds. This ensured maximum damage to the top layer of gold

while multilayer sputtering is minimised. After sputtering, about 28 % of the

surface was removed with some fullerene molecules appearing brighter, due to the

change in LDOS associated with broken C60 cages and changes in its structure.

Another product of fullerene fragmentation was carbon atoms that were observed

on the surface.

Based on previous studies, using low energy ion beams can result in the formation

of a variety of products. However determining the exact type of molecules obtained

with STM has not yet been achieved. The sample was also annealed to check the

effect of temperature. As the temperature was increased, the vacancy islands

started to coalesce and form larger structures. Eventually the sputter damage was

annealed out and the Au surface recovered completely. However, no major changes

were observed in the fullerene islands. This was confirmed by a histogram of the

molecules height before and after annealing. A possible explanation can be the

limited movement of broken cages that would trap any C60 molecules in between.

Further investigations are required to determine what molecular fragments are

present after sputtering and what possible effects changes in temperature may

have on their arrangements.
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Conclusion

Results presented in this thesis can be divided into two parts. First, a detailed

study on (C60)m-(Au)n magic clusters is provided. Then topographical changes

of the Au (111) surface, with and without C60 islands, after being sputtered by

an Ar ion beam is introduced. In each section samples have been investigated in

UHV with an Omicron VT-STM.

Initially, the effect of different deposition parameters on the cluster size distri-

bution was examined. Results obtained showed that Au coverage plays a major

role in defining the range of structures obtained. By increasing the amount of

Au available, larger clusters with wider range of sizes can be formed. For very

low coverages (about 0.01 ML), an interesting phenomenon, just below room tem-

perature (∼ 270 K), was reported. At this temperature the majority of clusters

(more than 60 %) formed were (C60)7. Since these structures are not stable at

room temperature it was suggested that instead of 19 Au atoms, only 7 atoms are

used. This is the minimum number require to raise a C60 molecule. The other

point noticed was the formation of such clusters mainly on bulged elbow sites.

The preference of this elbow is due to the larger Au islands that form on their

fcc areas in comparisons to the ones on hcp sites of pinched elbows. This slight
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increase in islands size as well as being positioned on fcc areas, which has lower

surface potential, makes structures at these positions more stable.

After Au, fullerene coverage was the next parameter to be studied. Variation

in the density of C60 molecules did not show a major effect on the size range

of clusters formed. Instead a change in the percentage of ring structures was

observed. When the amount of fullerene molecules on the surface is not enough

to cover Au islands and form magic clusters, ring structures are obtained. In this

case molecules decorate step edges of islands where bonding is stronger. On the

other hand, for high coverages of C60 molecules, a higher percentage of joined

clusters is observed. For these clusters, fullerene molecules fill the gap between

two neighbouring structures to form a joined cluster. Therefore, the percentage

of ring and joined structures can be an indication of the Au/C60 ratio being high

enough to reach the stable forms.

Production of clusters with C70 molecules were also examined to check the effect of

its rugby ball shape on the structures observed. As suggested by literature, their

preferred orientation is to have the long axis perpendicular to the surface. In this

case, the diameter of molecules parallel to the surface is comparable to the C60.

Due to their similar diameters, the same model of magic clusters can be applied

to both molecules, with C70 molecules being taller on the Au surface compared to

the C60.

Finally, the effect of co-depositing Au atoms and C60 molecules at different tem-

peratures was examined. Results obtained show that below 150 K no major effect

was observed but once the deposition temperature is set to ∼ 180 K, most of the

clusters form ring structures. At this temperature Au atoms have enough energy

to group together and arrange into larger islands, mainly on fcc sections of the

surface. In this case, if the fullerene coverage is not increased, most of the clusters

form ring structures, in contrast to LT experiments.
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After studying the clusters under different conditions, controlling the position of

them was the next challenge. It has been shown that by annealing the stable

structures to about 350 K, it is possible to move all clusters from bulged elbows to

pinched elbows with larger fcc areas. In order to have most structures on bulged

elbows, the position of Au islands was successfully controlled. To achieve this, Au

atoms was deposited on the surface at 110 K and then annealed for about 2 hours at

180 K. This provides enough energy for Au atoms to move from hcp areas towards

fcc, with the reverse process being less likely. These atoms can then be captured

by existing islands on fcc part of bulged elbows. To obtain magic clusters fullerene

molecules was added to the system. Once the sample reached room temperature

more than 70 % of clusters were on bulged elbows. Using this idea, the size of Au

islands on different elbows can be controlled. This is done by further deposition of

gold atoms on the surface after it has been annealed for 2 hours. The new atoms

deposited will form islands on pinched elbows while expanding existing ones on

bulged elbows. By repeating the deposition and annealing steps, the size of Au

islands on bulged elbow sites can grow further while on pinched elbows they remain

small.

The final study performed on magic clusters, involved further deposition of Au

atoms and fullerene molecules on stable clusters at 115 K. As expected, deposition

of C60 molecules did not have any major effect on the range of structures observed.

Extra molecules that were not attached to step edges of Au islands started to

move away from clusters at ∼ 250 K. Once the sample reached RT no changes

were observed. However, additional Au atoms deposited at LT (115 K) resulted

in major changes of the clusters. At this temperature, newly added gold atoms

can form islands on empty elbows or join existing stable structures. Extra atoms

added to the central Au islands, can result in opening of clusters. In this case, the

nearest neighbour distance of fullerene molecules increases. As a result, the ones

on top of the Au islands move down to the step edges and form ring structures.
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Since fullerene molecules start to diffuse (∼ 180 K) at lower temperature than Au

(∼ 250 K), there is a probability for released molecules to be captured by newly

formed Au islands and create clusters. Therefore, the major changes observed at

RT was the increase in open and (C60)7-(Au)19 clusters.

The other subject that was investigated was the effect of sputtering. Sputtering

is known to be one of the most effective methods of creating surface defects and

templates. Here the Au (111) surface was sputtered by an Ar ion beam in different

energy ranges, 700 eV to 1200 eV, for 10 seconds. Results obtained showed that,

below 1000 eV, as energy increases the size of holes on the surface layer increase

too. Above 1000 eV, sputtering is no longer limited to the first layer, holes on

second and third layers were also observed. Using the Bohdansky sputtering yield,

for the energies used, the sputtering yield was estimated to be about 4 atoms per

ions. This was then followed by deposition of 0.4 ML fullerene molecules on the

surface before sputtering it with an ion beam of 1000 eV energy for 5 seconds. At

this energy creation of single layer vacancies on Au surfaces as well as damages

to fullerene molecules were observed. These broken cages tend to appear brighter

in STM scans due to higher LDOS of them. The carbon atoms removed from the

fullerene cage were also observed on the step edges of the Au surface. The sample

was then annealed to just below the desorption temperature of the fullerenes (∼

450 K). As a result, the gold surface recovered, while no major changes in the

arrangement of the fullerene molecules and broken cages were observed. This is

an indication of the stronger bindings between damaged cages with each other

or the surface that cause limitation in their movements. Height measurement

of molecules showed no changes or preference in the arrangement of them after

annealing the surface too.

Further experimental and theoretical work can be performed based on results pre-

sented here. For magic clusters it is possible to reduce the scanning temperature

to about 50 K, using liquid helium, to study their molecular structure. Electronic
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properties of clusters can also be investigated using STS and theoretical investiga-

tions. Observation of clusters away from elbows in this thesis has highlighted the

possibilities of having surfaces with a high coverage of clusters. This can be further

investigated by producing clusters on a surface like Ag that is very compatible to

the Au but does not have the reconstruction pattern.

Regarding the sputtering of fullerene molecules, identifying broken cages is the

next step. This can be done using theoretical calculations. Performing experiments

in an STM chamber equipped with a TOF-mass spectrometer could also help to

identify products of molecules removed from the surface to analyse the molecules

remained. Using a more accurate ion gun can also be helpful. By operating the

ion source under a condition where each molecules only receives one ion can help

to have better controle on the sample and damages produces. Long sputtering

time or higher beam energy can also be used to produce graphene layers on the

surface. Finally it might be interesting to deposited very low fullerene coverages

on Au (111) surface at low temperature to have individual molecules on each elbow

sites. By sputtering this surface it may be easier to check the effect on individual

molecules.

In future the idea of creating nanostruces with only van der Waals forces can be

applied to other systems. Dodecahedrane (C20 H20) and carborane are two possible

molecules that can replace fullerenes without forming chemical bonds. Lack of

strong bindings will allow molecules to move around the existing islands and form

thermodynamically stable structures. The central island can also be replaced with

other metals such as Ag, or even metals with electric dipole moments. Then by

controlling size of clusters the dipole moments of structures can also be controlled.

Finally, the Au (111) surface can be change. The work in this thesis have shown

that magic clusters can form away from the elbow sites too. Then surfaces such

as Ag or graphene can replace the Au surfaces.



Appendix A

Matlab Code For The Error on

Islands Area

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% This program was used to estimate the vale of error measured on Au islands

%%% due to tip convolution.

%%%

%%% 3 set of data coverages were used

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% Author: Marhoo Rokni Fard , University of Birmingham

clear all

close all

clc

Data=xlsread (’2.xlsx ’); %Data input from excel page

c=linspace (0.1 ,1 ,6000); %Assumed range of error value

%% Experimental result for 45 s deposition

a=Data (2:131 ,1); %Measured areas using image -xsm

rm=sqrt(a)/pi; %Radius measured

for i=1:1: length(c)

for j=1:1:130 %Data length

ra(i,j)=rm(j)-c(i); %Real radius

aa(i,j)=pi*ra(i,j).^2; %Real area
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end

sa(i)=sum(aa(i ,:)); %Sum of real area

end

%% Experimental result for 380 s deposition

a2=Data (2:297 ,5);% Measured areas using image -xsm from second coverage

rm2=sqrt(a2)/pi; %Radius measured 2

for i=1:1: length(c)

for j=1:1: length(rm2) %Data length

ra2(i,j)=rm2(j)-c(i); %Real radius 2

aa2(i,j)=pi*ra2(i,j).^2; %Real area 2

end

sa2(i)=sum(aa2(i,:));

end

%% Experimental result for 190 s deposition

a3=Data (2:161 ,9);% Measured areas using image -xsm from third coverage

rm3=sqrt(a3)/pi; %Radius measured 3

for i=1:1: length(c)

for j=1:1: length(rm3) %Data length

ra3(i,j)=rm3(j)-c(i); %Real radius 3

aa3(i,j)=pi*ra3(i,j).^2; %Real area 3

end

sa3(i)=sum(aa3(i,:));

end

%% C1&2

ratio=sa2./sa; % Ratio of sum of areas for two coverages (380 s/45 s)

plot(c,ratio ,’linewidth ’,2)

xlabel(’Assumed error ’)

ylabel(’Ratio of area ’)

% find the right error

for i=1:1: length(ratio)

if ratio(i) <8.45 && ratio(i)>8.43

qq=c(i); %Find the error constant for right ratio of 0.8471
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end

end

%% C1&3

ratio2=sa3./sa; % Ratio of sum of areas for two coverages (190 s/ 45 s)

hold on

plot(c,ratio2 ,’linewidth ’,2)

xlabel(’Assumed error ’)

ylabel(’Ratio of area ’)

% find the right error

for i=1:1: length(ratio2)

if ratio2(i) <4.23 && ratio2(i)>4.21

qq2=c(i); %find the error constant for right ratio of 0.422

end

end

%% C2&3

ratio3=sa2./sa3; % Ratio of sum of areas for two coverages (380 s/ 190 s)

plot(c,ratio3 ,’linewidth ’,2)

xlabel(’Assumed error ’)

ylabel(’Ratio of area ’)

% find the right error

for i=1:1: length(ratio3)

if ratio3(i) <2.01 && ratio3(i)>1.99

qq3=c(i); %find the error constant for right ratio of 2

end

end



Appendix B

Matlab Code For Sputtering

Yield

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% This program was used to fit and plot the sputtering yield of Argon on Au (111) surface.

%%%

%%%

%%% Two method available were tested , method 1 fitted better.

%%% 5 data sets has been fitted to the curve.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% Author: Marhoo Rokni Fard , University of Birmingham

clearvars

close all

E_th =21.13; %sputtering thershold energy

E_0=1e -2:1:1 e6; %projectile energy , unit in ev

E_TF =264323.3; %ratio of mass to charge

Q=30; %constant

eps=E_0/E_TF; %reduced energy

% Method 1: Based on Kr-C potential

Sn =(0.5.* log (1+1.2288.*( eps )))./( eps +0.1728.* sqrt(eps )+0.008*( eps ).^0.1504);
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%nuclear stopping cross section

Y=Q*Sn.*(1-( E_th./E_0 ).^(2/3)).*(1 -( E_th./E_0 )).^2; %sputtering yield

% Method 2: Based on Thomas Fermi nuclear stopping cross section

% Sn =(3.441* sqrt(eps).*log(eps +2.718))./(1+6355* sqrt(eps)+eps .*(6.882* sqrt(eps ) -1.708));

% Y=Q*(3.441* sqrt(E_0./E_TF ).*log(E_0./E_TF +2.718))./(1+6355* sqrt(E_0./E_TF)+E_0./E_TF.*

(6.882* sqrt(E_0./E_TF ) -1.708)).*(1 -( E_th./E_0 ).^(2/3)).*(1 -( E_th./E_0 )).^2;

% e_x0 =[100 ,70 ,60 ,50]; %unit in ev

e_x1 =[50 ,100 ,300 ,500 ,1000 ,2000 ,3000 ,4000 ,10000]; %data set 1, unit in ev

e_x2 =[100 ,200 ,300 ,600]; %data set 2, unit in ev

e_x3 =[2e4 ,2.5e4 ,3e4 ,5e4]; %data set 3, unit in ev

e_x4 =[1e3 ,1.5e3 ,2e3 ,2.5e3 ,3e3 ,3.5e3 ,4e3 ,4.5e3 ,5e3]; %data set 4, unit in ev

e_x5 =[0.2 ,0.5 ,1 ,2 ,5 ,10]; %data set 5, unit in ev

% e_y0 =[0.3 ,0.11 ,0.09 ,0.03];

e_y1 =[7.43e-2 ,2.86e-1 ,9.3e-1 ,1.38 ,2.1 ,3.03 ,3.72 ,3.68 ,4.03]; %Sputtering Yield 1

e_y2 =[0.32 ,1.07 ,1.65 ,2.43]; %Sputtering Yield 2

e_y3 =[10 ,11 ,12 ,13]; %Sputtering Yield 3

e_y4 =[3.7 ,5 ,6.3 ,7.5 ,8.5 ,9.5 ,10 ,10.5 ,11]; %Sputtering Yield 4

e_y5 =[0.7 ,2 ,3.5 ,5.5 ,7.5 ,8.5]; %Sputtering Yield 5

hold on

a = 100;

F=plot(E_0 /1000 ,Y,’-.black ’,’LineWidth ’ ,1.5); %unit in kev , fitting

scatter(e_x5 ,e_y5 ,a,’*’,’LineWidth ’ ,1.5); %unit in kev

scatter(e_x2 /1000,e_y2 ,a, ’+’,’LineWidth ’ ,1.5); %unit in kev

scatter(e_x3 /1000,e_y3 ,a,’s’, ’LineWidth ’ ,1.5); %unit in kev

scatter(e_x4 /1000,e_y4 ,a,’d’,’LineWidth ’ ,1.5); %unit in kev

scatter(e_x1 /1000,e_y1 ,a,’x’, ’LineWidth ’ ,1.5); %unit in kev

set(gca ,’xscale ’,’log ’)

set(gca ,’yscale ’,’log ’)

xlim ([1e-2 1e2])

xlabel(’ENERGY (kev)’)

ylabel(’SPUTTERING YIELD ’)

L=legend(F,’Sputtering Yield Fitting ’);

set(gca ,’FontSize ’,13,’LineWidth ’,1,’FontName ’, ’Times New Roman ’)

h = get(gca , ’xlabel ’);

set(h , ’FontName ’, ’Times New Roman ’,’FontWeight ’,’bold ’,’FontSize ’, 18)

h = get(gca , ’ylabel ’);

set(h , ’FontName ’, ’Times New Roman ’,’FontWeight ’,’bold ’,’FontSize ’, 18)
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% set(L,’Interpreter ’,’latex ’,’FontSize ’ ,16);

% legend boxoff

box on

figure (2)

plot(E_0/1000,Y,’-.black ’,’LineWidth ’ ,1.5); %unit in kev , Zoom in plot

X0=[700 ,800 ,900 ,1000 ,1100 ,1200]; %unit in ev

eps0=X0/E_TF;

S0 =(0.5.* log (1+1.2288.*( eps0 )))./( eps0 +0.1728.* sqrt(eps0 )+0.008*( eps0 ).^0.1504);

Y0=Q*S0.*(1 -( E_th ./(X0 )).^(2/3)).*(1 -( E_th./X0 )).^2;

hold on

scatter(X0/1000 ,Y0,a,’r’,’LineWidth ’ ,1.5); %unit in kev

xlim ([0.6 1.3])

xlabel(’ENERGY (kev)’)

ylabel(’SPUTTERING YIELD ’)

set(gca ,’FontSize ’,13,’LineWidth ’,1,’FontName ’, ’Times New Roman ’)

h = get(gca , ’xlabel ’);

set(h , ’FontName ’, ’Times New Roman ’,’FontWeight ’,’bold ’,’FontSize ’, 18)

h = get(gca , ’ylabel ’);

set(h , ’FontName ’, ’Times New Roman ’,’FontWeight ’,’bold ’,’FontSize ’, 18)

% set(L,’Interpreter ’,’latex ’,’FontSize ’ ,16);

% legend boxoff

box on
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